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MMoonnrrooee  TToowwnnsshhiipp  SScchhoooollss  
Mission and Goals 

 

Mission 

 
The mission of the Monroe Township School District, a unique multi-generational community, is to 
collaboratively develop and facilitate programs that pursue educational excellence and foster 
character, responsibility, and life-long learning in a safe, stimulating, and challenging environment to 
empower all individuals to become productive citizens of a dynamic, global society. 
 

Goals 
 

To have an environment that is conducive to learning for all individuals. 
 
To have learning opportunities that are challenging and comprehensive in order to stimulate the 
intellectual, physical, social and emotional development of the learner. 
 
To procure and manage a variety of resources to meet the needs of all learners. 
 
To have inviting up-to-date, multifunctional facilities that both accommodate the community and are 
utilized to maximum potential.  
 
To have a system of communication that will effectively connect all facets of the community with the 
Monroe Township School District. 
 
To have a staff that is highly qualified, motivated, and stable and that is held accountable to deliver a 
safe, outstanding, and superior education to all individuals. 
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INTRODUCTION, PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION, AND EDUCATIONAL GOALS 

 
Philosophy 

 

The Monroe K-12 School District recognizes the global environment of our world and the subsequent need for world language skills. 
Latin III will be offered as a world languages option to all high school students in the Monroe K -12 School District who have 
completed Latin III.  As a planned program of instruction, the course will provide students with an intermediate low level of instruction 
in the study of Latin and an opportunity to develop an in-depth understanding of the culture.  Although greater emphasis will be 
placed upon interpretation, students participating in this course will also learn other facets of language study including grammar, 
idiomatic sayings, culture, and geography.  Participation in this course will encourage students to become more versatile citizens of a 
global world. 
 
The primary beliefs of this philosophy are: 

 A person who studies a world language gains empathy and increased tolerance towards others as a result of a broadened 
worldview which comes from learning about other cultures and peoples. 

 A person who studies a world language gains a better understanding of and appreciation for one’s own native language as 
well as the increased capacity to learn related world languages. 

 A person who studies a world language benefits from improved critical thinking skills and creativity. 

 A person who studies a world language increases performance in all aspects of learning, especially language acquisition, 
reading, and social studies. 

 A person who studies a world language produces higher ACT and SAT scores. 

 A person who studies a world language is more competitive in the global marketplace. 

 A person who studies a world language and culture examines one’s own personal values as well as civic responsibilities 

 

Educational Goals 
 

 The primary goal for the study of Latin is the interpretation of texts and historical/cultural understanding.  Instruction in the 
study of Latin will be concentrated in the interpretive mode.  Students will be asked to understand and interpret within the appropriate 
cultural context spoken and written communication. 
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New Jersey State Department of Education 
Core Curriculum Content Standards 

 
 
A note about World Languages Standards and Cumulative Progress Indicators. 
 
The New Jersey Core Curriculum Content Standards for World Languages were revised in 2009.  The Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) referenced in this curriculum guide refer to these new standards and may be found in the Curriculum folder on the district 
servers.  A complete copy of the new Core Curriculum Content Standards for World Languages may also be found at:  
http://www.state.nj.us/education/aps/cccs/2009/draft/ 

 
 
 
 

http://www.state.nj.us/education/aps/cccs/2009/draft/
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Latin IV 
 

Scope and Sequence 
 

Quarter I – Harmony and Dissonance 

Big Idea: Harmony and Dissonance  
I. What is Love poetry and its purpose? 
a.   Comparison of ancient and modern work through selections of various 
works  
b.  How is love poetry used and what are general themes concerning love and 
the ancients 
c.  Classroom definition of the genre 

Big Idea: Harmony and Dissonance 
II.   Catullus 
a.   Catullus’ circumlocution 
b.   Themes of Catullus’ work 
c.   Influence on modern poetry 
d.   Examining poetry as catharsis 
e.   Comparison of Classroom definition (revise if necessary)  

Big Idea: Harmony and Dissonance 
III.  Ovid 
a.   Ovid’s definition of love and verse 
b.   Ovid’s advice on procuring love 
c.   Ovid’s advice for avoiding or escaping love 
d.   Connection and influence on modern ideas and work 
e.   Comparison of Classroom definition (revise if necessary) 

Big Idea: Harmony and Dissonance 
IV.  Propertius 
a.   Propertius’ definition of love 
b.   Themes of Propertius’ work  
c.   Expectations of spouses concerning love 
d.   Propertius using love as a means of entertainment  
e.   Comparison of Classroom definition (revise if necessary)  

Quarter II – Perspective 

Big Idea: Perspective 
II. What is Literature and its purpose? 
a. Ars Poetica 
b.   History, Anthropology, and Exempla 
c.   Fables 
d.   Classroom definition of each genre 

Big Idea: Perspective  
III. History: Objective Observation, Socio-Political Tool, or Anthropological 

Document? 
a. Tacitus as social and political commentator 
b.    Tacitus as Anthropologist 
c.    Tacitus as Historian 
d.   Classroom definition revision 

Big Idea: Perspective 
IV. What is the purpose of the Fable? 
a.  Delectation and instruction 
b.   Phaedrus and Fables 
c.   Literature of the “commonfolk” 

Big Idea: Perspective 
V. Horace – Poet Laureate 
a. Horace’s definition of poetry 
b.   Horace’s influence on modern poetry – Do poets still abide to his formula? 
c.   The Good Life 
d.   Classroom definition revision 
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Quarter III - Form 

Big Idea:  Form 
VI.  Philosophy and its Aims 
a. What is philosophy meant to accomplish? 
b.   Who is a philosopher and what is his/her aim? 
c.   How does he/she arrive at their conclusions (if at all)? 
d.   What is our classroom definition? 

Big Idea: Form 
VII. Stoicism and Seneca 
a. Role of emotion for the Stoics 
b.   Determinism vs. free will 
c.   What is virtue?  Is it sufficient for happiness? 
d.   Autonomous individual will 
e.   Examination of Validity 

Big Idea: Form  
VIII. Academic Skepticism, Epistemology, Dialectic, and Cicero  
a. Refutation of Stocicism 
b.   Epistemology 
c.   Somnium Scipionis 
d.   Knowledge, Belief, Truth 
e.   Examination of Validity 

Big Idea: Form  
IX. Epicureanism, Individual Freedom, and Lucretius 
a.  Epicureanism and Wisdom 
b.   Epicureanism and the progress of man 
c.   Individual freedom: Freedom from fear of death and superstition 
d.   Examination of Validity 

Quarter IV – Self Expression 

Big Idea:  Self Expression 
I.  Satire  
a. What is satire?  
b. What is the goal of satire? What constitutes satire? 
c. How has satire influenced the modern world? A review of selections of 
modern and classical satire. 
d. Classroom definition of the genre. 

Big Idea: Self Expression 
II.  Petronius 
a.  Commentary on the social system 
b.  Hedonism, opulence, gluttony and its dangers  
c.  Philanthropy 

Big Idea: Self Expression 
III. Juvenal 
a.  Morals, outrage, self reflection and culpability  
b.  Xenophobia, classicism and sexism 
d. Juvenal as a social artist rather than social reformer 

Big Idea: Self Expression  
IV. Martial  
a. Epigrams: limericks and rhymes to make fun of friends and enemies. 
b. No profession or trade is spared  
c. Satire as a means of revenge  
d. Satire as a means of information i.e. “gossip” and “news”  
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Curriculum Management System 

Subject/Grade Level:  

Grade 12 

Latin IV 

Big Idea: Harmony and Dissonance 

Topic: What is Love Poetry and its purpose? 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate concepts in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form 

for different audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of authentic 

sources and make connections between the modern and ancient worlds.  
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize Latin text and using it in to make cultural connections. 

Goal 1: The student will be able to analyze and assess the role of love poetry in both ancient and modern 
contexts and synthesize a definition of what constitutes love poetry and how it is conveyed to readers. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 

Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 

The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  

Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

4 1.1. Develop a definition of 
poetry and its basic 
constructs 

1.2. Read in translation 
selections from the genre 

1.3. Translate sections from the 
genre 

1.4. Begin and maintain a 
grammar notebook and 
translation journal  

1.5. Use knowledge of English 
language to define Latin 
words 

1.6. Parse words using their 
understanding of English 
and prior Latin skills  

 

Intermediate Mid 

(7.IM.A.2, 7.IM.A.3, 7.IM.A.5, 
7.IM.A.6, 7.IM.A.8, 7.IM.B.2, 
7.IM.B.3, 7.IM.C.1, 7.IM.C.3, 
7.IM.C.4) 

Essential Questions: 

How does poetry affect people and culture? 

What are some prejudices and preconceived notions that 
influence one’s reading of poetry? 

What is a definition of love poetry that assists in reading 
and understanding the genre? 

 

Enduring Understandings: 

Poetry is a written to evoke emotion. These emotions vary 
on the content of the poem and the ideas of the reader. 

Poets reveal themselves and their surrounding in their 
work.  

The experiences of the reader affect their individual 
interpretation of the text. 

Poetry refuses a proper definition and is open to 
interpretation.  

The experiences we have in life change how we look at 
something and interpret it.  

 

Sample Conceptual Understandings: 

Ovid states that loving is an art and requires skill and 
learning like any other job.   

 

NOTE:  The assessment models provided in this 
document are suggestions for the teacher. If the 
teacher chooses to develop his/her own model, 
it must be of equal or better quality and at the 
same or higher cognitive levels (as noted in 
parentheses).  

Depending upon the needs of the class, the 
assessment questions may be answered in the 
form of essays, quizzes, mobiles, PowerPoint, 
oral reports, booklets, or other formats of 
measurement used by the teacher. 

 

Learning Activities: 

Interpretive/Interpersonal: 

Produce a definition of the form and function of 
Poetry and in particular love poetry as individual 
students and then have the entire class evaluate 
and debate the validity of the definitions. The class 
will then collaborate and arrive at an agreed-upon 
definition which will be further evaluated as we learn 
more throughout the MP. Then, delve deeper into 
genre – What is poetry? What makes a poem? 
What is a fable? What is history? (Comprehension, 
Analysis, Synthesis, Evaluation) 
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Curriculum Management System 

Subject/Grade Level:  

Grade 12 

Latin IV 

Big Idea: Harmony and Dissonance 

Topic: What is Love Poetry and its purpose? 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate concepts in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form 

for different audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of authentic 

sources and make connections between the modern and ancient worlds.  
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize Latin text and using it in to make cultural connections. 

Goal 1: The student will be able to analyze and assess the role of love poetry in both ancient and modern 
contexts and synthesize a definition of what constitutes love poetry and how it is conveyed to readers. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 

Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 

The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  

Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

Propertius states there are many expectations involved 
with being a spouse.  

 

Perspective changes how a person reads into and believes 
something.  E.g. A Neo Nazi will look at the Holocaust very 
differently than a survivor of a prison camp during the 
atrocity. The experiences we have in life change how we 
look at something and read it.  

 

 

Performance Assessment: 

Pretend that you are working for a college newspaper. It is 
your job to read poetry submissions for the paper. You get 
to choose which submissions will be run in the paper. Read 
through the samples provided and choose the three you 
like the most. Write a brief report on why you chose each to 
share with your editor in chief. Make sure to include why 
you liked each poem and how you think it reflects quality 
poetry. (Analysis, Evaluation, Synthesis) 

 

Interpretive: 

Students will read selections of poetry in translation 
and write responses to selections, Students will also 
use the journal to compose essays throughout the 
quarter that reflect on the theme of poetry and 
culminate with an analysis of the works and how 
they fit into the ever changing class definition of 
poetry. (Knowledge, Evaluation, Synthesis) 

 

Assessment Models:  

Interpretive/Interpersonal: 

Respond to a selection of Roman poetry. Identify 
any aspects of the class definition of the genre 
within the selections, defend or support the validity 
of the definition within the context of this new 
passage, and revise the classroom definition. 
(Knowledge, Analysis, Evaluation, Synthesis) 

 

Interpretive:  

Students will translate poetry reflecting not only the 
Latin but also a workable English meaning of the 
poem in their translation journal. Students will also 
keep a grammar notebook and journal. They will 
use the notebook and journal to record any complex 
syntax they encounter as well as any literary 
themes that have a recurring role in their reading. 
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Curriculum Management System 

Subject/Grade Level:  

Grade 12 

Latin IV 

Big Idea: Harmony and Dissonance 

Topic: What is Love Poetry and its purpose? 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate concepts in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form 

for different audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of authentic 

sources and make connections between the modern and ancient worlds.  
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize Latin text and using it in to make cultural connections. 

Goal 1: The student will be able to analyze and assess the role of love poetry in both ancient and modern 
contexts and synthesize a definition of what constitutes love poetry and how it is conveyed to readers. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 

Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 

The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  

Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

(Knowledge, Analysis, Application) 

 

Additional Resources: 

Latin Love Elegy. Maltby, R. Bolchazy-Carducci 
Publishers, 1985. 
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Curriculum Management System 

Subject/Grade Level:  

Grade 12 

Latin IV 

Big Idea: Harmony and Dissonance 

Topic: Catullus 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate concepts in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form 

for different audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of authentic 

sources and make connections between the modern and ancient worlds.  
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize Latin text and using it in to make cultural connections. 

Goal 2: The student will be able to compare, criticize and contrast modern and ancient love poetry, 
evaluate different poems and appraise different poems to determine their value in the genre. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 

Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 

The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  

Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

4 2.1. Make connections in the 
genre between ancient and 
modern authors 

2.2. Continue to develop a 
definition of poetry and its 
basic constructs 

2.3. Read in translation 
selections from the genre 

2.4. Translate sections from the 
genre 

2.5. Make connections between 
formal and colloquial writing  

2.6. Understand the language 
used in the genre  

2.7. Maintain a grammar 
notebook and translation 
journal  

2.8. Use knowledge of English 
language to define Latin 
words 

2.9. Parse words using their 
understanding of English 
and prior Latin skills  

 

 

Essential Questions: 

How do words change over time?  

What are some ways you speak differently than your 
parents of grandparents?  

How has writing changed over time?  

What are some poems that use language that is different 
than your own?  

How is the language used in poems from different time 
periods similar?  

Does the use of different vernacular change the meaning of 
poems and their essence? 

 

Enduring Understandings: 

While colloquialisms in language are static, the underlying 
meaning and understanding remain constant.  

 

The essence of poetry, particularly love poetry is eternal. 
The idea that people want to make connections with other 
people does not change over millennia.  

 

The juxtaposition of modern and ancient poetry illuminates 
the central ideas found within the genre. 

 

 

NOTE:  The assessment models provided in this 
document are suggestions for the teacher. If the 
teacher chooses to develop his/her own model, 
it must be of equal or better quality and at the 
same or higher cognitive levels (as noted in 
parentheses).  

Depending upon the needs of the class, the 
assessment questions may be answered in the 
form of essays, quizzes, mobiles, PowerPoint, 
oral reports, booklets, or other formats of 
measurement used by the teacher. 

 

Learning Activities: 

Interpretive/Interpersonal: 

Respond to a selection of Roman poetry. Identify 
any aspects of the class definition of the genre 
within the selections, defend or support the validity 
of the definition within the context of this new 
passage, and revise the classroom definition. 
(Knowledge, Analysis, Evaluation, Synthesis) 

 

Interpretive: 

Students will translate poetry reflecting not only the 
Latin but also a workable English meaning of the 
poem in their translation journal. Students will also 
keep a grammar notebook and journal. They will 
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Curriculum Management System 

Subject/Grade Level:  

Grade 12 

Latin IV 

Big Idea: Harmony and Dissonance 

Topic: Catullus 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate concepts in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form 

for different audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of authentic 

sources and make connections between the modern and ancient worlds.  
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize Latin text and using it in to make cultural connections. 

Goal 2: The student will be able to compare, criticize and contrast modern and ancient love poetry, 
evaluate different poems and appraise different poems to determine their value in the genre. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 

Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 

The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  

Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

Intermediate Mid 

(7.IM.A.2, 7.IM.A.3, 7.IM.A.5, 
7.IM.A.6, 7.IM.A.8, 7.IM.B.2, 
7.IM.B.3, 7.IM.C.1, 7.IM.C.3, 
7.IM.C.4) 

Sample Conceptual Understandings: 

William Shakespeare echoes the sentiments of Ovid and 
Catullus in his work and mentions classical works by name 
in some.  

 

Colloquialism and vernacular that were used in ancient 
Rome could be used today and understood if circulated 
within the English language. In fact, come are in use today 
with modern modifications. Phrases such as “one hand 
washes the other”  have become “you scratch my back, I’ll 
scratch yours”. 

use the notebook and journal to record any complex 
syntax they encounter as well as any literary 
themes that have a recurring role in their reading. 
(Knowledge, Analysis, Application) 

 

Interpretive: 

Students will continue to reflect in their journals 
about the agreed upon definition of poetry. They will 
analyze the poems encountered throughout the 
quarter in English and Latin and decide if the 
poems fit into the definition of Love Poetry and if 
they do not doe this warrant a change in the 
definition? (Application, Synthesis, Evaluation) 

 

Assessment Model:  

Presentational: 

Choose a modern love poem (anything composed 
after the beginning of the 20

th
 Century) and then 

choose a Latin love poem. Compare and contrast 
the two: What imagery is present? What type of 
vocabulary is used? What or whom is the object of 
love? How does this influence our understanding of 
our culture and that of the Ancient Romans? 
Construct a side by side comparison that will be 
presented to the class. (Comprehension, 
Application, Evaluation) 
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Curriculum Management System 

Subject/Grade Level:  

Grade 12 

Latin IV 

Big Idea: Harmony and Dissonance 

Topic: Catullus 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate concepts in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form 

for different audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of authentic 

sources and make connections between the modern and ancient worlds.  
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize Latin text and using it in to make cultural connections. 

Goal 2: The student will be able to compare, criticize and contrast modern and ancient love poetry, 
evaluate different poems and appraise different poems to determine their value in the genre. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 

Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 

The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  

Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

 

Imagine that you are an editor for a popular 
magazine. With the upcoming Valentine’s Day 
issue, you are in charge of the love poem section. 
Choose a set of 4 poems 2 ancient 2 modern that 
you think most reflect the idea of love. You must 
create a spread for the poems and write a short 
justification as to why you chose the poems you did. 
(Analysis, Evaluation, Synthesis) 

 

Additional Resources: 

World Poetry: An Anthology from Antiquity to Our 
Time. Clifton Fadiman, John S. Major, Katharine 
Washburn. W.W. Norton & Co. 2000. 
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Curriculum Management System 

Subject/Grade Level:  

Grade 12 

Latin IV 

Big Idea: Harmony and Dissonance 

Topic: Ovid 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate concepts in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form 

for different audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of authentic 

sources and make connections between the modern and ancient worlds.  
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize Latin text and using it in to make cultural connections. 

Goal 3: The student will be able to analyze different works to identify what emotion or reaction the poem is 
trying to evoke, evaluate and judge the value of each poem according to the class definition. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 

Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 

The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  

Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

4 3.1. Continue to develop a 
definition of poetry and its 
basic constructs 

3.2. Read selections from the 
genre in English translation 

3.3. Translate sections from the 
genre 

3.4. Evaluate the different types 
of work within the genre 

3.5. Categorize different works in 
their respective uses 

3.6. Critique different works and 
evaluate into which category 
they belong 

3.7. Maintain a grammar 
notebook and translation 
journal  

3.8. Use knowledge of English 
language to define Latin 
words 

3.9. Parse words using their 
understanding of English 
and prior Latin skills  

 

Essential Questions: 

What might be some ways one can talk about love?  

What might be some things one would tell another 
concerning love? 

When would it be appropriate for one to give advice about 
love, marriage and being a good partner?  

When would it be appropriate for one to write a devotional 
letter to someone? i.e. a parent, friend or significant other 

What are some ways to discern the different types of 
poetry? 

 

Enduring Understandings: 

Love poetry does not simply mean writing poems about 
love.  

Love poetry can include devotionals, advice, catharses and 
can be written for different audiences including a love, 
parent, friend, colleague or stranger.  

 

Sample Conceptual Understandings: 

Catullus writes a poem about his devotion to his brother 
and the love they shared. This shows a devotion to family 
but also a catharsis as it written to commemorate his 
brother’s funeral.  

NOTE:  The assessment models provided in this 
document are suggestions for the teacher. If the 
teacher chooses to develop his/her own model, 
it must be of equal or better quality and at the 
same or higher cognitive levels (as noted in 
parentheses).  

Depending upon the needs of the class, the 
assessment questions may be answered in the 
form of essays, quizzes, mobiles, PowerPoint, 
oral reports, booklets, or other formats of 
measurement used by the teacher. 

 

Learning Activities: 

Interpretive/Interpersonal: 

Students will read selections of poetry in translation 
and write responses to selections, Students will also 
use the journal to compose essays throughout the 
quarter that reflect on the theme of poetry and 
culminate with an analysis of the works and how 
they fit into the ever changing class definition of 
poetry. (Knowledge, Evaluation, Synthesis) 

 

Interpretive/Interpersonal 

Respond to a selection of Roman poetry. Identify 
any aspects of the class definition of the genre 
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Curriculum Management System 

Subject/Grade Level:  

Grade 12 

Latin IV 

Big Idea: Harmony and Dissonance 

Topic: Ovid 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate concepts in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form 

for different audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of authentic 

sources and make connections between the modern and ancient worlds.  
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize Latin text and using it in to make cultural connections. 

Goal 3: The student will be able to analyze different works to identify what emotion or reaction the poem is 
trying to evoke, evaluate and judge the value of each poem according to the class definition. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 

Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 

The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  

Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

Intermediate Mid 

(7.IM.A.2, 7.IM.A.3, 7.IM.A.5, 
7.IM.A.6, 7.IM.A.8, 7.IM.B.2, 
7.IM.B.3, 7.IM.C.1, 7.IM.C.3, 
7.IM.C.4) 

 

 

Ovid writes to a friend about avoiding a lover he no longer 
desires and how to procure a new love.  

 

 

GRASPS: Performance Assessment 

Goal: Students will be asked to define the different types of 
love expressed in poetry and the writing of such 

Role: The student is acting as a teacher and a 
representative of poetry and a champion to its cause. 

Audience: Benefactors at an art gallery who wish to 
purchase the poetry mobiles. 

Situation: The student is a teacher and artist who 
understands the importance of poetry and the power of 
words to convey many meanings. 

Product: The student will create a mobile which illustrates 
the types of love found in poetry and give an example of 
each from existing poems. The student will then create 
their own poems to reflect the different types of poems 
found in the genre. This mobile will illustrate the many 
audiences of the genre. 

Situations and Criteria for Success: The student’s work will 
be judged by using the following prompts on a rubric: 

1. The student makes a complete mobile with all 
components required. 

within the selections, defend or support the validity 
of the definition within the context of this new 
passage, and revise the classroom definition. 
(Knowledge, Analysis, Evaluation, Synthesis) 

 

Interpretive: 

Students will translate poetry reflecting not only the 
Latin but also a workable English meaning of the 
poem in their translation journal. Students will also 
keep a grammar notebook and journal. They will 
use the notebook and journal to record any complex 
syntax they encounter as well as any literary 
themes that have a recurring role in their reading. 
(Knowledge, Analysis, Application) 

 

Interpretive/Interpersonal/Presentational: 

Students will continue to reflect in their journals 
about the agreed upon definition of poetry. They will 
analyze the poems encountered throughout the 
quarter in English and Latin and decide if the 
poems fit into the definition of Love Poetry and if 
they do not, does this warrant a change in the 
definition? (Application, Synthesis, Evaluation) 

 

Additional Resources: 
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Curriculum Management System 

Subject/Grade Level:  

Grade 12 

Latin IV 

Big Idea: Harmony and Dissonance 

Topic: Ovid 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate concepts in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form 

for different audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of authentic 

sources and make connections between the modern and ancient worlds.  
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize Latin text and using it in to make cultural connections. 

Goal 3: The student will be able to analyze different works to identify what emotion or reaction the poem is 
trying to evoke, evaluate and judge the value of each poem according to the class definition. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 

Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 

The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  

Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

2. Did the student use clear examples that can be easily 
placed into a category?  

3. Does the quality of the product and the work created 
illustrate and understanding of love poetry, its uses and 
types? Is the product going to help others better 
understand the genre?  

World Poetry: An Anthology from Antiquity to Our 
Time. Clifton Fadiman, John S. Major, Katharine 
Washburn. W.W. Norton & Co. 2000. 
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Curriculum Management System 

Subject/Grade Level:  

Grade 12 

Latin IV 

Big Idea: Harmony and Dissonance 

Topic: Propertius 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate concepts in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form 

for different audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of authentic 

sources and make connections between the modern and ancient worlds.  
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize Latin text and using it in to make cultural connections. 

Goal 4: The students will be able to finalize and defend a definition of love poetry that includes the ideas 
and information discussed during the quarter.   

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 

Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 

The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  

Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

5 4.1. Continue to develop a 
definition of poetry and its 
basic constructs 

4.2. Read selections from the 
genre in English 

4.3. Translate sections from the 
genre 

4.4. Evaluate the different types 
of work within the genre 

4.5. Categorize different works in 
their respective uses 

4.6. Critique different works and 
evaluate into which category 
they belong 

4.7. Maintain a grammar 
notebook and translation 
journal  

4.8. Use knowledge of English 
language to define Latin 
words 

4.9. Parse words using their 
understanding of English 
and prior Latin skills  

4.10. Finalize and defend a 
definition of poetry.  

Essential Questions: 

What makes a great poem great?  

How do poems influence how you feel about your 
surroundings?  

What is the author saying in each poem? To whom is he 
speaking and how do you know?  

How can you uncover what the author is trying to say in 
each poem?  

 

Enduring Understandings: 

Poetry is fluid and its meaning varies by reader.  

Interpretation of poetry and the ability of a poem to be 
interpreted are what makes an enduring poem.  

Understanding and identifying key words in the genre help 
one understand the author’s intended audience and 
meaning.  

Understanding the social and political surrounding 
contemporary with an author assists with understanding the 
audience, morals and any underlying meaning of the work.  

 

Sample Conceptual Understandings: 

Propertius’ professed love for a “Cynthia” can be 
interpreted many ways – Cynthia could be an actual 
woman, a fictitious manifestation of Propertius’ desire, or a 

NOTE:  The assessment models provided in this 
document are suggestions for the teacher. If the 
teacher chooses to develop his/her own model, 
it must be of equal or better quality and at the 
same or higher cognitive levels (as noted in 
parentheses).  

Depending upon the needs of the class, the 
assessment questions may be answered in the 
form of essays, quizzes, mobiles, PowerPoint, 
oral reports, booklets, or other formats of 
measurement used by the teacher. 

 

Learning Activities: 

Interpretive/Interpersonal/Presentational: 

Finalize a definition of the form and function of 
poetry and in particular love poetry as individual 
students and then have the entire class evaluate 
and debate the validity of the definitions. The class 
will then collaborate and arrive at an agreed-upon 
definition which will be further evaluated as we learn 
more throughout the MP. Then, delve deeper into 
genre – What is poetry? What makes a poem? 
What is a fable? What is history? Comprehension, 
Analysis, Synthesis, Evaluation) 
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Curriculum Management System 

Subject/Grade Level:  

Grade 12 

Latin IV 

Big Idea: Harmony and Dissonance 

Topic: Propertius 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate concepts in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form 

for different audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of authentic 

sources and make connections between the modern and ancient worlds.  
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize Latin text and using it in to make cultural connections. 

Goal 4: The students will be able to finalize and defend a definition of love poetry that includes the ideas 
and information discussed during the quarter.   

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 

Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 

The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  

Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

Intermediate Mid 

(7.IM.A.2, 7.IM.A.3, 7.IM.A.5, 
7.IM.A.6, 7.IM.A.8, 7.IM.B.2, 
7.IM.B.3, 7.IM.C.1, 7.IM.C.3, 
7.IM.C.4) 

 

substitute for Rome herself. In this manner, poetry can 
have multiple interesting interpretations. 

 

GRASPS: Performance Assessment 

Goal: Students will be asked to define love poetry and 
defend the definition. Students will also be asked to explain 
why love poetry is important.  

Role: The student is a representative of the debate team, 
moreover, a supporter of poetry.  

Audience: A class of peers and any who doubt the 
importance of poetry and its place in the modern world.  

Situation: The student is a member of the debate team and 
wants to win the debate. They must express their thoughts 
in a compelling manner which will persuade the moderator. 

Product: The student will create a persuasive rebuttal made 
to sway the moderator to their side of the debate on poetry. 
The rebuttal must defend the role of poetry in the ancient 
and modern world and assert why it will be as (or more) 
important for future generations. The student must also 
prepare an oral component of the rebuttal to recite to the 
class and moderator. A visual aide is welcomed and 
expected to assist with the argument.   

Situations and Criteria for Success: The student’s work will 
be judged by using the following prompts on a rubric: 

1. The student makes a compelling argument in favor of 
poetry by addressing any number of the following: 

Interpretive: 

Respond to a selection of Roman poetry. Identify 
any aspects of the class definition of the genre 
within the selections, defend or support the validity 
of the definition within the context of this new 
passage, and revise the classroom definition. 
(Knowledge, Analysis, Evaluation, Synthesis) 

 

Interpretive: 

Students will translate poetry reflecting not only the 
Latin but also a workable English meaning of the 
poem in their translation journal. Students will also 
keep a grammar notebook and journal. They will 
use the notebook and journal to record any complex 
syntax they encounter as well as any literary 
themes that have a recurring role in their reading. 
(Knowledge, Analysis, Application) 

 

Interpretive/Interpersonal: 

Students will continue to reflect in their journals 
about the agreed upon definition of poetry. They will 
analyze the poems encountered throughout the 
quarter in English and Latin and decide if the 
poems fit into the definition of Love Poetry and if 
they do not, does this warrant a change in the 
definition? (Application, Synthesis, Evaluation) 
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Curriculum Management System 

Subject/Grade Level:  

Grade 12 

Latin IV 

Big Idea: Harmony and Dissonance 

Topic: Propertius 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate concepts in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form 

for different audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of authentic 

sources and make connections between the modern and ancient worlds.  
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize Latin text and using it in to make cultural connections. 

Goal 4: The students will be able to finalize and defend a definition of love poetry that includes the ideas 
and information discussed during the quarter.   

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 

Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 

The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  

Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

 How does poetry reflect and influence cultures? 

 Why do we need poetry? What purpose does it 
serve? 

 What theories or definitions can we use to interpret 
poetry and its role in society? 

 How does one’s point of view influence how they 
read or write poetry? 

 How do one’s experiences influence how they will 
write poetry? 

2. Did the student express themselves in a succinct, 
persuasive manner? Did they encompass all of the 
enduring understanding covered in the quarter? Is a love of 
poetry clearly visible but not explicitly stated in the prose? 
Is all spelling and grammar correct? 

 

3. Does the quality of the argument and the language 
employed have a distinct IMPACT on the reader? Is this 
rebuttal going to persuade the moderator? Will it reassure 
those who also love poetry, but fear its demise? The 
student will be assessed for effective, succinct arguments 
that carry enough persuasive gravity to PERSUADE THE 
READER. 

 

Assessment Model: 

Presentational:  

Pretend you are on the debate team. You are 
arguing over the value of love poetry and whether is 
should be studied and written for future 
generations.  Your side is on the affirmative, 
meaning that love poetry is important. You will be 
completing the rebuttal for your team. Your job is to 
pick several examples of the different kinds of 
poems that represent that class definition of love 
poetry. Using the examples write an argument as to 
why love poetry deserves to be read and written. 
Make sure to include the definition of love poetry, 
the examples you are using that support that 
definition and illustrate your point. Use the 
knowledge obtained from the quarter to make your 
point. (Application, Synthesis, Evaluation, 
Analysis) 

 

Additional Resources: 

 

World Poetry: An Anthology from Antiquity to Our 
Time. Clifton Fadiman, John S. Major, Katharine 
Washburn. W.W. Norton & Co. 2000. 
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Curriculum Management System 

Subject/Grade Level:  

Grade 12 

Latin IV 

Big Idea: Perspective 

Topic: What is Literature and its purpose? 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate concepts in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form 

for different audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of authentic 

sources and make connections between the modern and ancient worlds.  
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize Latin text and using it in to make cultural connections. 

Goal 5: The student will be able to examine the response to literature in the Ancient Roman world, and 
synthesize a comprehensive definition of what makes a work Literature and what it means to its readers.  

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 

Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 

The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  

Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

3 5.1. Formulate a definition 
regarding the essence and 
purpose of Literature 

5.2. Recognize the typical 
aspects of recurring Roman 
literary genres 

5.3. Translate short passages of 
Roman authors regarding 
the utility of Literature 

5.4. Begin and maintain a 
grammar notebook and 
translation journal 

5.5. Use knowledge of Latin 
roots to parse and define 
English words at sight 

 

Intermediate Mid 

(7.IM.A.2, 7.IM.A.3, 7.IM.A.5, 
7.IM.A.6, 7.IM.A.8, 7.IM.B.2, 
7.IM.B.3, 7.IM.C.1, 7.IM.C.3, 
7.IM.C.4) 

 

Essential Questions: 

How does Literature reflect and influence cultures? 

What theories or definitions can we use to interpret 
Literature and its role in society? 

How does one’s point of view influence how they read or 
write Literature? 

In what ways do you approach Literature?  

 

Enduring Understandings: 

Literary expression and storytelling are an essential part of 
the human experience. 

An author’s style tells us about his/her character and the 
culture from which they come. 

The reception and perception of texts help to define the 
work itself. 

An individual’s personal point of view affects how they read 
and interpret any given text. 

 

Sample Conceptual Understandings: 

Tacitus’ judgment of Germans, Phaedrus’ penchant for 
solid, stoic virtues, and Horace’s state-sponsored verse all 
inform us about the attitude and perspective of the Roman 
Empire. 

Learning Activities: 

Interpretive/Interpersonal: 

Produce a definition of the form and function of 
Literature (individual students) and then have the 
entire class evaluate and debate the validity of the 
definitions. The class will then collaborate and 
arrive at an agreed-upon definition which will be 
further evaluated as we learn more throughout the 
MP. Then, delve deeper into genre – What is 
poetry? What makes a poem? What is a fable? 
What is history? (Comprehension, Analysis, 
Synthesis, Evaluation) 

 

 

Assessment Models:  

Interpretive/Interpersonal/Presentational: 

Respond to a short passage of Roman Literature. 
Identify any aspects of the classwide definition of 
Literature within the passage, defend or support the 
validity of the definition within the context of this 
new passage, and revise the classroom definition. 
(Knowledge, Evaluation, Synthesis) 
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Curriculum Management System 

Subject/Grade Level:  

Grade 12 

Latin IV 

Big Idea: Perspective 

Topic: What is Literature and its purpose? 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate concepts in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form 

for different audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of authentic 

sources and make connections between the modern and ancient worlds.  
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize Latin text and using it in to make cultural connections. 

Goal 5: The student will be able to examine the response to literature in the Ancient Roman world, and 
synthesize a comprehensive definition of what makes a work Literature and what it means to its readers.  

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 

Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 

The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  

Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

Grasps: Performance Assessment (Application, 
Evaluation, Synthesis) 

 

You are an author of well-received contemporary literature. 
As you are reading through the New York Times, you find 
an editorial piece in which the writer has proclaimed the 
written word to be dead, useless, and out-dated. The writer 
of the editorial piece suggests that interactive media 
(Internet, Video Games, etc.) is more attuned to today’s 
sensibilities and is therefore more effective in truly reaching 
its audience. As a defender of the tradition of literature, 
compose a rebuttal to the editorial. 

 

Goal: Students will be asked to define why written 
expression is so integral to the human experience 

Role: The student is a representative of literature and 
champion of its cause. 

Audience: (Specifically) The writer of the editorial, but 
(Broadly) anyone who doubts the merits of literature and its 
role in the modern world. 

Situation: The student is an artist who deeply understands 
and relies on the power of language. He/she must express 
this feeling in a compelling manner. 

Product: The student will create a persuasive letter which 
defends the role of literature in the modern world and 
asserts why it will be as (or more) important for future 

Interpretive: 

Students will keep a grammar notebook and journal. 
They will use the notebook and journal to record 
any complex syntax they encounter as well as any 
literary themes that have a recurring role in their 
reading. (Knowledge, Analysis, Application) 

 

 

Additional Resources: 

 

Latin Literature: A History. Conte, Gian Biagio. 
Johns Hopkins University Press, 1999. 
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Curriculum Management System 

Subject/Grade Level:  

Grade 12 

Latin IV 

Big Idea: Perspective 

Topic: What is Literature and its purpose? 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate concepts in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form 

for different audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of authentic 

sources and make connections between the modern and ancient worlds.  
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize Latin text and using it in to make cultural connections. 

Goal 5: The student will be able to examine the response to literature in the Ancient Roman world, and 
synthesize a comprehensive definition of what makes a work Literature and what it means to its readers.  

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 

Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 

The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  

Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

generations. The student will also create an editorial page 
in which their letter will be included. This page should 
include a headline, newspaper columns, and a cartoon that 
depicts the “essence” of the students’ letter. 

Situations and Criteria for Success: The student’s work will 
be judged by using the following prompts on a rubric: 

1. The student makes a compelling argument in favor of 
literature by addressing any number of the following: 

 How does Literature reflect and influence cultures? 

 Why do we need Literature? What purpose does it 
serve? 

 What theories or definitions can we use to interpret 
Literature and its role in society? 

 How does one’s point of view influence how they 
read or write Literature? 

 

2. Did the student express themselves as an author might? 
E.g. Did the student use some of the prose and literary 
techniques (As exemplified and employed by Roman 
authors) that were studied in the course of the quarter? Is a 
love of literature clearly visible but not explicitly stated in 
the prose? Is all spelling and grammar correct? 

 

3. Does the quality of the argument and the language 
employed have a distinct IMPACT on the reader? Is this 
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Curriculum Management System 

Subject/Grade Level:  

Grade 12 

Latin IV 

Big Idea: Perspective 

Topic: What is Literature and its purpose? 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate concepts in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form 

for different audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of authentic 

sources and make connections between the modern and ancient worlds.  
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize Latin text and using it in to make cultural connections. 

Goal 5: The student will be able to examine the response to literature in the Ancient Roman world, and 
synthesize a comprehensive definition of what makes a work Literature and what it means to its readers.  

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 

Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 

The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  

Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

article going to convert any non-believers? Will it reassure 
those who also love literature, but fear the demise of the 
printed page? The student will be assessed for effective, 
succinct arguments that carry enough persuasive gravity to 
PERSUADE THE READER. 
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Curriculum Management System 

Subject/Grade Level:  

Grade 12 

Latin IV 

Big Idea: Perspective 

Topic: History: Objective Observation, Socio-political tool, or Anthropological document? 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate concepts in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form 

for different audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of authentic 

sources and make connections between the modern and ancient worlds.  
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize Latin text and using it in to make cultural connections. 

Goal 6: The student will be able to theorize and determine the role of history in the ancient world, judge 
whether history belongs with the classroom definition of Literature and its subordinate genres. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 

Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 

The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  

Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

5 6.1. Translate selections from 
Tacitus’ Germania.  

6.2. Read (in English) the 
entirety of the Germania and 
critique its validity as 
historical, political, or 
anthropological literature. 

6.3. Maintain a grammar 
notebook and translation 
journal 

6.4. Use knowledge of Latin 
roots to parse and define 
English words at sight 

6.5. Analyze, critique, and revise 
the classroom perception of 
Literature. 

 

Intermediate Mid 

(7.IM.A.2, 7.IM.A.3, 7.IM.A.5, 
7.IM.A.6, 7.IM.A.8, 7.IM.B.2, 
7.IM.B.3, 7.IM.C.1, 7.IM.C.3, 
7.IM.C.4) 

 

 

Essential Questions: 

How does literary history influence our understanding of the 
past? 

How do we deem what is necessary in an account of 
history? Objectivity? Entertainment? A linear recapitulation 
of events? 

How does Literature reflect and influence cultures? 

How does history and anthropology fit in with our model of 
Literature? 

What theories or definitions can we use to interpret 
Literature and its role in society? 

How does one’s point of view influence how they read or 
write Literature? 

 

Enduring Understandings: 

The purpose and bias of the author must be examined 
before receiving the text at face value. 

Literature helps us learn of humanity by recognizing our 
differences and similarities to other cultures. 

We must examine and critique the validity of everything we 
read. 

 

 

Learning Activities: 

Interpretive: 

Students will read the Germania by Tacitus. While 
reading they will note in their journals every 
instance of subjectivity exhibited by Tacitus as well 
as objectivity and (what has been determined by the 
class as) moments definitive of the 
historical/anthropological genre. (Knowledge, 
Comprehension, Application, Evaluation, and 
Synthesis) 

 

Interpretive: 

Students will read and translate selections from the 
Germania in Latin. From this text they will note any 
complex grammar schemes (notate them in their 
journal in accordance with the reference numbers in 
their grammar handbooks) and keep a list of 
vocabulary and derivatives. (Knowledge, 
Comprehension, Application, Analysis) 

 

Interpretive/Interpersonal/Presentational: 

At the end of the unit, students will read, analyze, 
and revise their initial definition of history as a 
literary genre. What needs to be changed? Why did 
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Curriculum Management System 

Subject/Grade Level:  

Grade 12 

Latin IV 

Big Idea: Perspective 

Topic: History: Objective Observation, Socio-political tool, or Anthropological document? 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate concepts in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form 

for different audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of authentic 

sources and make connections between the modern and ancient worlds.  
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize Latin text and using it in to make cultural connections. 

Goal 6: The student will be able to theorize and determine the role of history in the ancient world, judge 
whether history belongs with the classroom definition of Literature and its subordinate genres. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 

Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 

The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  

Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

 

 

Sample Conceptual Understandings: 

While reporting the events and habits of the Ancient 
Germans, Tacitus consistently editorializes (Note his 
comment on their meeting habits): 

“About minor matters the chiefs deliberate, about the more 
important, the whole tribe. Yet even when the final decision 
rests with the people, the affair is always thoroughly 
discussed by the chiefs. They assemble, except in the case 
of a sudden emergency, on certain fixed days, either at 
new or full moon; for this they consider the most auspicious 
season for the transaction of business. Instead of 
reckoning by days as we do, they reckon by nights, and in 
this manner fix both their ordinary and legal appointments. 
Night they regard as bringing day. Their freedom has this 
disadvantage, that they do not meet simultaneously, or as 
they are bidden, but two or three days are wasted in the 
assembling.” (Tacitus Germania XI) 

This is in direct conflict with our modern understanding of 
historical reporting which is to be strictly objective. 

 

Tacitus often wears the mantle of storyteller, rather than 
(what we would deem) historian. In this respect, Ancient 
history may be closer to our understanding of Literature. 

 

 

we change our minds? How is this definition more 
apt than the previous? 

 

 

Assessment Models: 

Interpretive/Presentational:  

Ask students: Imagine that you are a National 
Geographic journalist. You have just seen a series 
of three pictures from a photographer who has shot 
the (until now unknown) Ancient Romans at work, 
play, or war. Based on these small snapshots of life, 
create a deep account of these practices. Why do 
the Romans behave in this manner? How long have 
they acted so? What is the meaning and initial basis 
for these acts? Therefore, you will be constructing 
full anthropological accounts from tiny bits of 
information and larger pieces of hearsay (in the 
Tacitean manner). (Knowledge, Evaluation, 
Synthesis, Analysis) 

 

 First choose what activities you would like 
to portray and illustrate them as if they are 
the pictures of the photojournalist. 
(Knowledge, Comprehension) 

 Then, speculate as to why the people would 
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Curriculum Management System 

Subject/Grade Level:  

Grade 12 

Latin IV 

Big Idea: Perspective 

Topic: History: Objective Observation, Socio-political tool, or Anthropological document? 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate concepts in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form 

for different audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of authentic 

sources and make connections between the modern and ancient worlds.  
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize Latin text and using it in to make cultural connections. 

Goal 6: The student will be able to theorize and determine the role of history in the ancient world, judge 
whether history belongs with the classroom definition of Literature and its subordinate genres. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 

Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 

The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  

Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

participate in these actions. Entertainment? 
Rite of passage? Necessary labor? 
(Application, Analysis, Synthesis) 

 Compose a short article detailing your 
discovery of this “new” culture, their 
activities, and why they are significant. 
(Knowledge, Application, Evaluation, 
Synthesis)  

 

Additional Resources: 

Cornelius Tacitus. The Complete Works of Tacitus. 
Edited by Moses Hadas. New York: The Modern 
Library, 1942. 
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Curriculum Management System 

Subject/Grade Level:  

Grade 12 

Latin IV 

Big Idea: Perspective 

Topic: What is the purpose of the Fable? 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate concepts in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form 

for different audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of authentic 

sources and make connections between the modern and ancient worlds.  
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize Latin text and using it in to make cultural connections. 

Goal 7: The student will be able to analyze and interpret the form and purpose of fable, read, parse, and 
critique the Latin text of Phaedrus, and posit what the role of fable is to our higher definition of Literature. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 

Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 

The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  

Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

5 7.1. Translate selections from 
Phaedrus’ Fables.  

7.2. Read (in English) the 
entirety of the Fables and 
ascertain what the proposed 
outcome of each tale is and 
how the author brings the 
point to fruition. 

7.3. Maintain a grammar 
notebook and translation 
journal 

7.4. Use knowledge of Latin 
roots to parse and define 
English words at sight 

7.5. Analyze, critique, and revise 
the classroom perception of 
Literature. 

7.6. Compose and perform 
his/her own fable. 

 

Intermediate Mid 

(7.IM.A.2, 7.IM.A.3, 7.IM.A.5, 
7.IM.A.6, 7.IM.A.8, 7.IM.B.2, 
7.IM.B.3, 7.IM.C.1, 7.IM.C.3, 
7.IM.C.4) 

Essential Questions: 

Why do we, as humans, tell stories? 

How can one best deliver a message using the written 
word? 

What emotions does/should Literature invoke? 

How does one’s point of view influence how they read or 
write Literature? 

How does Literature reflect and influence cultures? 

 

Enduring Understandings: 

Even the simplest tales may have complicated and useful 
messages. 

A good teacher oftentimes conceals a weighty and difficult 
message in a light and pleasant vehicle. 

Literature attempts to show humanity its shortfalls and 
potentialities  

 

Sample Conceptual Understandings: 

Phaedrus uses simple stories to convey concepts of great 
importance to Romans. For example, a story of woodland 
creatures’ feeding habits is intended to show the reader 
how to temper their greed and live moderately. 

Literature is not always the most stylistically polished, like 

Learning Activities: 

Interpretive/Interpersonal: 

Students will read the Fables by Phaedrus. While 
reading they will note in their journals every 
character and what moral or vice they represent 
and (what has been determined by the class as) 
moments definitive of the Fable as a genre. 
(Knowledge, Comprehension, Application, 
Evaluation, and Synthesis) 

 

Interpretive: 

Students will read and translate selections from the 
Fables in Latin. From this text they will note any 
complex grammar schemes (notate them in their 
journal in accordance with the reference numbers in 
their grammar handbooks) and keep a list of 
vocabulary and derivatives. (Knowledge, 
Comprehension, Application, Analysis) 

 

Interpretive/Interpersonal/Presentational: 

At the end of the unit, students will read, analyze, 
and revise their initial definition of fable as a literary 
genre. What needs to be changed? Why did we 
change our minds? How is this definition more apt 
than the previous? 
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Curriculum Management System 

Subject/Grade Level:  

Grade 12 

Latin IV 

Big Idea: Perspective 

Topic: What is the purpose of the Fable? 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate concepts in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form 

for different audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of authentic 

sources and make connections between the modern and ancient worlds.  
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize Latin text and using it in to make cultural connections. 

Goal 7: The student will be able to analyze and interpret the form and purpose of fable, read, parse, and 
critique the Latin text of Phaedrus, and posit what the role of fable is to our higher definition of Literature. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 

Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 

The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  

Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

 

 

Phaedrus, but something which offers guidance to 
humanity. 

 

Grasps: Performance Assessment  (Application, 
Comprehension, Evaluation, Synthesis) 

Goal: Using the definition proposed by the class and any 
devices in Phaedrus’ Fables, the student will write and 
share his/her own fable. 

Role: You are a writer of fables who intends to teach as 
well as delight the youth with your tales. 

Audience: Young children (Pre school – 2
nd

 grade) – 
Perhaps the “Working with Children” program. 

Situation: You need to compose a short fable that uses 
every common aspect of the Roman fable. Use the actions 
of woodland creatures to vilify a vice or extol moral 
excellence. 

Product Performance and Purpose: You will write a fable 
which portrays a certain virtue or vice and present it to a 
group of children. Since the fable was designed to make 
children learn and laugh, you will be judged on how 
successfully the children learn your lesson and how much 
fun they have in doing so. 

Standards and Criteria for Success: Your fable should: 

1. Laud a virtue or blame a vice 

2. Use Phaedran aspects to convey this message 
(e.g. use animals, etc.) 

Assessment Models: 

Interpretive/Interpersonal:  

Students will create a chart that depicts each fable 
of Phaedrus, its main characters, virtue and vice 
depicted, and outcome. Then, have students 
engage in a “write-around” activity based on the 
new visual evidence. Each student will write a 
statement about the representation of data in front 
of her/him (e.g. “Phaedrus often the character of the 
wolf as an example of greed and severity.”). They 
will then pass on their papers and comment on the 
statement above (e.g. “Perhaps Phaedrus is using a 
frightening animal to further depict how unattractive 
greed truly is.”). They will cycle this paper on until 
all students in their group have offered their 
comments. Finally, the student will comment on his 
statement and those made in response.  
(Knowledge, Analysis, Comprehension, 
Evaluation, Synthesis)  

 

Additional Resources: 

Roman Literature in Translation. Selected and 
Edited by George Howe & Gustave Adolphus 
Harrer. New York & London: Harper and Brothers 
Publishers, 1924. 
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Curriculum Management System 

Subject/Grade Level:  

Grade 12 

Latin IV 

Big Idea: Perspective 

Topic: What is the purpose of the Fable? 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate concepts in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form 

for different audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of authentic 

sources and make connections between the modern and ancient worlds.  
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize Latin text and using it in to make cultural connections. 

Goal 7: The student will be able to analyze and interpret the form and purpose of fable, read, parse, and 
critique the Latin text of Phaedrus, and posit what the role of fable is to our higher definition of Literature. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 

Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 

The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  

Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

3. Abide to the class’ revised definition of the genre 
of fable 

4. Be performed/read to a group of children in an 
entertaining manner 

5. Be evaluated by the audience for how effectively 
humor, charm, and message was employed 
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Curriculum Management System 

Subject/Grade Level:  

Grade 12 

Latin IV 

Big Idea: Perspective 

Topic: Horace – Poet Laureate 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate concepts in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form 

for different audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of authentic 

sources and make connections between the modern and ancient worlds.  
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize Latin text and using it in to make cultural connections. 

Goal 8: The student will be able to comprehend and analyze the Ancient Roman poetic ideal, compare and 
contrast Ancient and Modern poetic theory, and identify the poet’s responsibility to his/her own culture.  

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 

Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 

The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  

Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

6 8.1. Translate selections from 
Horace’s Odes.  

8.2. Read (in English) selections 
from the Odes and identify 
the poet’s purpose in 
composing the poems. 

8.3. Maintain a grammar 
notebook and translation 
journal 

8.4. Use knowledge of Latin 
roots to parse and define 
English words at sight 

8.5. Analyze, critique, and revise 
the classroom perception of 
Literature. 

8.6. Identify the Ancient Roman 
poetic ideal as defined by 
Horace. 

 

Intermediate Mid 

(7.IM.A.2, 7.IM.A.3, 7.IM.A.5, 
7.IM.A.6, 7.IM.A.8, 7.IM.B.2, 
7.IM.B.3, 7.IM.C.1, 7.IM.C.3, 
7.IM.C.4) 

Essential Questions: 

What responsibility does the true artist have to his/her own 
culture? 

What forms of art and poetry are ideal? 

How does Literature reflect and influence cultures? 

How can artistic ideals change over the years? 

 

Enduring Understandings: 

True art and artistic ideals are timeless. 

The poet teaches his audience how to live better, more 
fulfilling lives. 

 

Sample Conceptual Understandings: 

Horace claims that the defining characteristic of Literature 
is its ability to outlast the wear of time and continue to 
instruct humanity. 

NOTE:  The assessment models provided in this 
document are suggestions for the teacher. If the 
teacher chooses to develop his/her own model, 
it must be of equal or better quality and at the 
same or higher cognitive levels (as noted in 
parentheses).  

Depending upon the needs of the class, the 
assessment questions may be answered in the 
form of essays, quizzes, mobiles, PowerPoint, 
oral reports, booklets, or other formats of 
measurement used by the teacher. 

 

Learning Activities: 

Interpretive/Interpersonal:  

Students will read the Odes  by Horace. While 
reading they will note in their journals every virtue or 
modus Vivendi offered by Horace and (what has 
been determined by the class) moments definitive 
of the poetic genre. (Knowledge, Comprehension, 
Application, Evaluation, and Synthesis) 

 

Interpretive: 

Students will read and translate selections from the 
Odes in Latin. From this text they will note any 
complex grammar schemes (notate them in their 
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Curriculum Management System 

Subject/Grade Level:  

Grade 12 

Latin IV 

Big Idea: Perspective 

Topic: Horace – Poet Laureate 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate concepts in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form 

for different audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of authentic 

sources and make connections between the modern and ancient worlds.  
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize Latin text and using it in to make cultural connections. 

Goal 8: The student will be able to comprehend and analyze the Ancient Roman poetic ideal, compare and 
contrast Ancient and Modern poetic theory, and identify the poet’s responsibility to his/her own culture.  

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 

Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 

The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  

Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

 

 

journal in accordance with the reference numbers in 
their grammar handbooks) and keep a list of 
vocabulary and derivatives. (Knowledge, 
Comprehension, Application, Analysis) 

 

Interpretive/Interpersonal/Presentational: 

At the end of the unit, students will read, analyze, 
and revise their initial definition of poetry as a 
literary genre. What needs to be changed? Why did 
we change our minds? How is this definition more 
apt than the previous? 

 

Assessment Models: 

Interpretive:  

Students will choose one of the three genres 
examined in the Quarter to be defended as the 
most literary of all the genres (Abiding to the 
classroom definition). The students will then choose 
selections from the author that are exemplary of 
what they deem to be truly literary in nature. Next, 
the student will compare and contrast these ideals 
with a modern author of literary importance. Finally, 
the student will construct a visual aid that compares 
the Ancient literary ideal with the modern, along 
with a definitive statement on the nature of 
literature. What ideals persist throughout the ages? 
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Curriculum Management System 

Subject/Grade Level:  

Grade 12 

Latin IV 

Big Idea: Perspective 

Topic: Horace – Poet Laureate 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate concepts in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form 

for different audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of authentic 

sources and make connections between the modern and ancient worlds.  
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize Latin text and using it in to make cultural connections. 

Goal 8: The student will be able to comprehend and analyze the Ancient Roman poetic ideal, compare and 
contrast Ancient and Modern poetic theory, and identify the poet’s responsibility to his/her own culture.  

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 

Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 

The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  

Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

To what in literature does humanity consistently 
respond? (Knowledge, Application, Evaluation, 
Synthesis) 

 

Additional Resources: 

Roman Literature in Translation. Selected and 
Edited by George Howe & Gustave Adolphus 
Harrer. New York & London: Harper and Brothers 
Publishers, 1924. 
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Curriculum Management System 

Subject/Grade Level:  

Grade 12 

Latin IV 

Big Idea: Form 

Topic: Philosophy and its Aims 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate concepts in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form 

for different audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of authentic 

sources and make connections between the modern and ancient worlds.  
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize Latin text and using it in to make cultural connections. 

Goal 9: The student will be able to analyze their understanding of the role of philosophy in their own 
world, examine the method and reception of philosophy in the Ancient Roman world, and synthesize a 
comprehensive definition of what makes a work Literature and what it means to its readers. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 

Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 

The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  

Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

4 9.1. Formulate a definition 
regarding the essence and 
purpose of Philosophy 

9.2. Recognize the typical 
aspects of recurring Roman 
philosophical schools 

9.3. Translate short passages of 
Roman authors regarding 
the function and delivery of 
philosophical ideas 

 

Intermediate Mid 

(7.IM.A.2, 7.IM.A.3, 7.IM.A.5, 
7.IM.A.6, 7.IM.A.8, 7.IM.B.2, 
7.IM.B.3, 7.IM.C.1, 7.IM.C.3, 
7.IM.C.4) 

Essential Questions: 

What is the purpose and extent of human reason? 

Can we know the ultimate nature of things? If so, how can 
we reach this understanding? 

What are the basic and perennial questions of humanity? 

What is the best way to present and support an argument? 

 

Enduring Understandings: 

Philosophy teaches not what to think, but HOW to think. 

The student or practitioner of philosophy analyzes concepts 
clearly and evaluates evidence and arguments critically 

 

Sample Conceptual Understandings: 

Philosophy helps one understand the reasoning of one’s 
own mind, the possibilities of reason, and, therefore, the 
possibility of all nature. 

 

Epicurus states that the role of the philosopher (and 
philosophy) is to cure human suffering. “Vain is the word of 
a philosopher by whom no suffering is cured.” 

 

Grasps: Performance Assessment  (Application, 
Comprehension, Analysis, Evaluation, Synthesis) 

NOTE:  The assessment models provided in this 
document are suggestions for the teacher. If the 
teacher chooses to develop his/her own model, 
it must be of equal or better quality and at the 
same or higher cognitive levels (as noted in 
parentheses).  

Depending upon the needs of the class, the 
assessment questions may be answered in the 
form of essays, quizzes, mobiles, PowerPoint, 
oral reports, booklets, or other formats of 
measurement used by the teacher. 

 

Learning Activities: 

Interpretive/Interpersonal/Presentational: 

Produce a definition of the form and function of 
Philosophy (individual students) and then have the 
entire class evaluate and debate the validity of the 
definitions. The class will then collaborate and 
arrive at an agreed-upon definition which will be 
further evaluated as we learn more throughout the 
MP. Then, delve deeper into different schools of 
thought – What is Academic Skepticism? What is 
Stoicism? Epistemology? Epicureanism? 
(Comprehension, Analysis, Synthesis, 
Evaluation) 
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Curriculum Management System 

Subject/Grade Level:  

Grade 12 

Latin IV 

Big Idea: Form 

Topic: Philosophy and its Aims 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate concepts in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form 

for different audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of authentic 

sources and make connections between the modern and ancient worlds.  
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize Latin text and using it in to make cultural connections. 

Goal 9: The student will be able to analyze their understanding of the role of philosophy in their own 
world, examine the method and reception of philosophy in the Ancient Roman world, and synthesize a 
comprehensive definition of what makes a work Literature and what it means to its readers. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 

Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 

The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  

Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

[To be performed at the end of the Quarter] 

 

Goal: To assert and support the arguments of a given 
philosophical school and, conversely, evaluate and refute 
arguments made by philosophers of a conflicting branch of 
philosophy. 

Role: The student will assume the role of a prominent 
philosopher of the school of one of the following: 
Epicureanism, Skepticism, or Stoicism. In doing so, the 
student will assume the reasoning habits and paths of 
discourse of that philosophical school. 

Audience: A symposium of philosophers. You will be 
engaging in dialectic with philosophers of varying 
intellectual standpoints. 

Situation: At the philosophy symposium, you will need to 
approach arguments in keeping with your assigned 
philosophical tradition. The other philosophers will be 
looking to refute your arguments and embarrass your 
process of reason, thereby exhibiting the fitness of their 
own philosophical tradition – So be ready for any type of 
cleverly arranged argument! 

Product Performance and Product: You will research your 
own basic precepts and those of your opponents and 
attempt to intuit any refutations the other philosophers 
might make against your reasoning. You will then construct 

 

Assessment Models:  

Interpretive/Interpersonal/Presentational: 

Respond to a short passage of Roman Philosophy. 
Identify any aspects of the classwide definition of 
Philosophy within the passage, defend or support 
the validity of the definition within the context of this 
new passage, and revise the classroom definition. 
(Knowledge, Evaluation, Synthesis) 

 

 

Additional Resources: 

Ultimate Questions: Thinking about Philosophy. Nils 
Ch. Rauhut. New York: Penguin Academics, 2007 

 

Readings on the Ultimate Questions: An 
Introduction to Philosophy. Nils Ch. Rauhut. New 
York: Penguin Academics, 2007.  
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Curriculum Management System 

Subject/Grade Level:  

Grade 12 

Latin IV 

Big Idea: Form 

Topic: Philosophy and its Aims 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate concepts in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form 

for different audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of authentic 

sources and make connections between the modern and ancient worlds.  
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize Latin text and using it in to make cultural connections. 

Goal 9: The student will be able to analyze their understanding of the role of philosophy in their own 
world, examine the method and reception of philosophy in the Ancient Roman world, and synthesize a 
comprehensive definition of what makes a work Literature and what it means to its readers. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 

Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 

The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  

Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

a basic outline of this research to be used as a “dialectic 
guide” during the symposium. You will then eat, recline, 
and converse with your classmates and fellow philosophers 
in the tradition of symposia. The conversation will be 
mediated by the Grand Sophist (Teacher) and will assume 
a broad range of topics to which all philosophers may 
easily contribute. Each guest and the quality of his/her 
reason will be evaluated by peers. 

Standards and Criteria for Success: 

1. Each argument must be well-reasoned, logical, and 
easy-to-follow. 

 2. When attempting a refutation, be sure to address the 
opponent’s argument, prove it as unsound, and then take 
the opportunity to assert why YOUR logic is more sound. 

3. All arguments and refutations made must be emblematic 
of the philosophical school from which you have received 
your “training.” 

4. You should not only argue in favor of your school of 
thought well, but show an ability to organize and express 
thoughts in a rational, philosophical manner (Offering an 
assertion, showing evidence, and explaining its importance 
to your claim). 
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Curriculum Management System 

Subject/Grade Level:  

Grade 12 

Latin IV 

Big Idea: Form 

Topic: Stoicism and Seneca 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate concepts in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form 

for different audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of authentic 

sources and make connections between the modern and ancient worlds.  
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize Latin text and using it in to make cultural connections. 

Goal 10: The student will be able to comprehend and practice the Stoic lifestyle, read, translate, and 
parse the Latin texts of Seneca, and compose a dialogue between a Stoic and Epistemologist.  

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 

Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 

The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  

Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

5 10.1. Translate selections from 
Seneca’s Essays and 
Letters.  

10.2. Read (in English) selections 
from the Essays and Letters 
and identify the author’s 
purpose and philosophical 
method in composing his 
essays and letters. 

10.3. Maintain a grammar 
notebook and translation 
journal 

10.4. Use knowledge of Latin 
roots to parse and define 
English words at sight 

10.5. Analyze, critique, and revise 
the classroom perception of 
Philosophy 

10.6. To determine a practical 
method of living Stoically 

 

Intermediate Mid 

(7.IM.A.2, 7.IM.A.3, 7.IM.A.5, 
7.IM.A.6, 7.IM.A.8, 7.IM.B.2, 
7.IM.B.3, 7.IM.C.1, 7.IM.C.3, 

Essential Questions: 

How do we make moral decisions? 

What is the greatest Good humanity can perform? 

How do human beings exercise Free Will? 

What is a virtuous life? 

 

Enduring Understandings: 

The moral decisions we make in life can directly affect the 
quality of our lives. 

Every human being is in control of and responsible for their 
actions.  

 

Sample Conceptual Understandings: 

Seneca states that one should strive to accomplish the 
highest good (virtue), disregard all else, and live in 
accordance with one’s own divine nature on the path of 
Providence. 

 

When we do not live in accordance with our inner deity 
(which is naturally prone to virtue) our outer selves bear the 
signs of disharmony. 

NOTE:  The assessment models provided in this 
document are suggestions for the teacher. If the 
teacher chooses to develop his/her own model, 
it must be of equal or better quality and at the 
same or higher cognitive levels (as noted in 
parentheses).  

Depending upon the needs of the class, the 
assessment questions may be answered in the 
form of essays, quizzes, mobiles, PowerPoint, 
oral reports, booklets, or other formats of 
measurement used by the teacher. 

 

Learning Activities: 

Interpretive/Interpersonal: 

Students will read the Essays and Letters  by 
Seneca. While reading they will note in their 
journals every virtue or modus Vivendi offered by 
Seneca and (what has been determined by the 
class as) moments definitive of the philosophical 
genre. (Knowledge, Comprehension, 
Application, Evaluation, and Synthesis) 

 

Interpretive: 

Students will read and translate selections from the 
Essays and Letters in Latin. From this text they will 
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Curriculum Management System 

Subject/Grade Level:  

Grade 12 

Latin IV 

Big Idea: Form 

Topic: Stoicism and Seneca 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate concepts in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form 

for different audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of authentic 

sources and make connections between the modern and ancient worlds.  
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize Latin text and using it in to make cultural connections. 

Goal 10: The student will be able to comprehend and practice the Stoic lifestyle, read, translate, and 
parse the Latin texts of Seneca, and compose a dialogue between a Stoic and Epistemologist.  

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 

Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 

The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  

Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

7.IM.C.4) note any complex grammar schemes (notate them 
in their journal in accordance with the reference 
numbers in their grammar handbooks) and keep a 
list of vocabulary and derivatives. (Knowledge, 
Comprehension, Application, Analysis) 

 

Interpretive/Interpersonal/Presentational: 

At the end of the unit, students will read, analyze, 
and revise their initial definition of Stoicism as a 
philosophical school. What needs to be changed? 
Why did we change our minds? How is this 
definition more apt than the previous? 

 

Assessment Models:  

Interpretive/Interpersonal/Presentational: 

Ask Students: Imagine that you are a student of 
Seneca’s. Very soon you will accompany him to a 
dinner with philosophers of varying schools of 
thought. In order to establish yourself as an 
exceptionally bright student, you will research the 
tendencies of one of the philosophers that will be 
present in order to best confront their arguments 
and assert your own. Research and compose 3-4 
arguments that you anticipate your opponent, an 
Academic Skeptic or Epistemologist will use. Then, 
logically construct a refutation to his argument that 
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Curriculum Management System 

Subject/Grade Level:  

Grade 12 

Latin IV 

Big Idea: Form 

Topic: Stoicism and Seneca 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate concepts in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form 

for different audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of authentic 

sources and make connections between the modern and ancient worlds.  
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize Latin text and using it in to make cultural connections. 

Goal 10: The student will be able to comprehend and practice the Stoic lifestyle, read, translate, and 
parse the Latin texts of Seneca, and compose a dialogue between a Stoic and Epistemologist.  

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 

Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 

The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  

Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

will better assert the quality of Stoicism. Outline 
these arguments as preparation for your dinner 
party. (This will be prep work for the larger 
Performance Assessment). (Knowledge, 
Comprehension, Application, Synthesis) 

 

ASK: 

1. What is the happiest and most virtuous way to 
conduct one’s life? (Evaluation) 

2. Can you describe and articulate the 
arguments/reasoning of a Stoic? (Comprehension, 
Application) 

3.   How can you best imitate the reasoning of an 
Epistemologist?  (Application, Synthesis) 

 

Additional Resources: 

Letters from a Stoic. Seneca. New York: Penguin, 
1969. 

 

Ultimate Questions: Thinking about Philosophy. Nils 
Ch. Rauhut. New York: Penguin Academics, 2007 

 

Readings on the Ultimate Questions: An 
Introduction to Philosophy. Nils Ch. Rauhut. New 
York: Penguin Academics, 2007.  
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Curriculum Management System 

Subject/Grade Level:  

Grade 12 

Latin IV 

Big Idea: Form 

Topic: Academic Skepticism, Epistemology, Dialectic, and Cicero 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate concepts in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form 

for different audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of authentic 

sources and make connections between the modern and ancient worlds.  
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize Latin text and using it in to make cultural connections. 

Goal 11: The student will be able to comprehend, analyze, and practice the Skeptical or Epistemological 
lifestyle, translate and analyze the Latin text of Cicero’s Somnium Scipionis. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 

Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 

The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  

Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

5 11.1. Translate selections from 
Cicero’s Somnium Scipionis  

11.2. Read (in English) the 
entirety of Cicero’s 
Somnium Scipionis as well 
as Macrobius’ commentary 
on the text and identify the 
author’s purpose and 
philosophical method in 
composing his 
story/allegory. 

11.3. Read (in English) Plato’s 
allegory of the cave 
(Republic Book VII) for 
context, comparison, and 
contrast. 

11.4. Maintain a grammar 
notebook and translation 
journal 

11.5. Use knowledge of Latin 
roots to parse and define 
English words at sight 

11.6. Analyze, critique, and revise 
the classroom perception of 
Philosophy 

Essential Questions: 

What is the difference between Appearance and Reality? 
Being and Becoming? 

Is any knowledge absolute or merely relative and 
subjective? 

How can we ever REALLY know the true essence of 
anything? 

How does Epistemology influence our understanding of 
higher Metaphysical principles? 

 

Enduring Understandings: 

Most forms of knowledge are relative, processed by 
endless amounts of infinitely different personalities. 

A true understanding of ideal principles must be rooted in 
an objective and absolute reality. 

Epistemology and immediate experience can help us 
understand higher intangible concepts and ultimate 
realities. 

 

Sample Conceptual Understandings: 

Cicero and his forebear (Pyrrho of Elis) assert the following 
Absolute Skepticism: “Nothing exists,” “If something did 
exist, we could never know it,” and “If we could know it, we 
could never express it.” These philosophers deny the very 

NOTE:  The assessment models provided in this 
document are suggestions for the teacher. If the 
teacher chooses to develop his/her own model, 
it must be of equal or better quality and at the 
same or higher cognitive levels (as noted in 
parentheses).  

Depending upon the needs of the class, the 
assessment questions may be answered in the 
form of essays, quizzes, mobiles, PowerPoint, 
oral reports, booklets, or other formats of 
measurement used by the teacher. 

 

Learning Activities: 

Interpretive/Interpersonal: 

Students will read the Somnium Scipionis by 
Cicero. While reading they will note in their journals 
every virtue or modus Vivendi offered by Cicero, 
what worldview he is depicting, and (what has been 
determined by the class) moments definitive of the 
philosophical genre. (Knowledge, 
Comprehension, Application, Evaluation, and 
Synthesis) 

 

Interpretive: 

Students will read and translate selections from the 
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Curriculum Management System 

Subject/Grade Level:  

Grade 12 

Latin IV 

Big Idea: Form 

Topic: Academic Skepticism, Epistemology, Dialectic, and Cicero 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate concepts in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form 

for different audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of authentic 

sources and make connections between the modern and ancient worlds.  
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize Latin text and using it in to make cultural connections. 

Goal 11: The student will be able to comprehend, analyze, and practice the Skeptical or Epistemological 
lifestyle, translate and analyze the Latin text of Cicero’s Somnium Scipionis. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 

Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 

The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  

Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

11.7. To determine a practical 
way of living as a Skeptic or 
Epistemologist 

 

Intermediate Mid 

(7.IM.A.2, 7.IM.A.3, 7.IM.A.5, 
7.IM.A.6, 7.IM.A.8, 7.IM.B.2, 
7.IM.B.3, 7.IM.C.1, 7.IM.C.3, 
7.IM.C.4) 

 

possibility of knowledge.  

 

These philosophers believe the only true way to knowledge 
is to trust your own sensory perceptions and draw whatever 
conclusions are available (if at all). 

 

As a follower of Plato, Cicero believed that our basic 
experiences are manifestations of ideal “forms” circulating 
in the ether.  

Somnium Scipionis in Latin. From this text they will 
note any complex grammar schemes (notate them 
in their journal in accordance with the reference 
numbers in their grammar handbooks) and keep a 
list of vocabulary and derivatives. (Knowledge, 
Comprehension, Application, Analysis) 

 

Interpretive/Interpersonal/Presentational: 

At the end of the unit, students will read, analyze, 
and revise their initial definition of Stoicism as a 
philosophical school. What needs to be changed? 
Why did we change our minds? How is this 
definition more apt than the previous? 

 

Assessment Models:  

Interpretive/Interpersonal/Presentational: 

Ask Students: Imagine that you are a student of 
Seneca’s. Very soon you will accompany him to a 
dinner with philosophers of varying schools of 
thought. In order to establish yourself as an 
exceptionally bright student, you will research the 
tendencies of one of the philosophers that will be 
present in order to best confront their arguments 
and assert your own. Research and compose 3-4 
arguments that you anticipate your opponent, an 
Academic Skeptic or Epistemologist will use. Then, 
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Curriculum Management System 

Subject/Grade Level:  

Grade 12 

Latin IV 

Big Idea: Form 

Topic: Academic Skepticism, Epistemology, Dialectic, and Cicero 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate concepts in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form 

for different audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of authentic 

sources and make connections between the modern and ancient worlds.  
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize Latin text and using it in to make cultural connections. 

Goal 11: The student will be able to comprehend, analyze, and practice the Skeptical or Epistemological 
lifestyle, translate and analyze the Latin text of Cicero’s Somnium Scipionis. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 

Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 

The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  

Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

logically construct a refutation to his argument that 
will better assert the quality of Stoicism. Outline 
these arguments as preparation for your dinner 
party. (This will be prep work for the larger 
Performance Assessment). (Knowledge, 
Comprehension, Application, Synthesis) 

ASK: 

1. What is the happiest and most virtuous way to 
conduct one’s life? 

2. Can you describe and articulate the 
arguments/reasoning of a Skeptic and 
Epistemologist? (Comprehension, Application) 

3.   How can you best imitate the reasoning of an 
Epicurean?  (Application, Synthesis) 

 

 

Additional Resources: 

 

Commentary on the Dream of Scipio by Macrobius. 
Macrobius and William Harris Stahl. New York: 
Columbia University Press, 1990. 

 

Ultimate Questions: Thinking about Philosophy. Nils 
Ch. Rauhut. New York: Penguin Academics, 2007 
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Curriculum Management System 

Subject/Grade Level:  

Grade 12 

Latin IV 

Big Idea: Form 

Topic: Academic Skepticism, Epistemology, Dialectic, and Cicero 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate concepts in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form 

for different audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of authentic 

sources and make connections between the modern and ancient worlds.  
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize Latin text and using it in to make cultural connections. 

Goal 11: The student will be able to comprehend, analyze, and practice the Skeptical or Epistemological 
lifestyle, translate and analyze the Latin text of Cicero’s Somnium Scipionis. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 

Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 

The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  

Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

Readings on the Ultimate Questions: An 
Introduction to Philosophy. Nils Ch. Rauhut. New 
York: Penguin Academics, 2007.  
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Curriculum Management System 

Subject/Grade Level:  

Grade 12 

Latin IV 

Big Idea: Form 

Topic: Epicureanism, Individual Freedom, and Lucretius 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate concepts in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form 

for different audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of authentic 

sources and make connections between the modern and ancient worlds.  
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize Latin text and using it in to make cultural connections. 

Goal 12: The student will be able to translate and analyze Lucretius’ De Rerum Natura in Latin, 
comprehend, analyze, and practice the Epicurean manner of living. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 

Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 

The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  

Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

6 12.1. Translate selections from 
Lucretius’ De Rerum Natura  

12.2. Read (in English) Books I & 
III of De Rerum Natura and 
identify the author’s purpose 
and philosophical method in 
composing his philosophical 
epic. 

12.3. Maintain a grammar 
notebook and translation 
journal 

12.4. Use knowledge of Latin 
roots to parse and define 
English words at sight 

12.5. Analyze, critique, and revise 
the classroom perception of 
Philosophy 

12.6. Determine a practical way of 
living as an Epicurean 

 

Intermediate Mid 

(7.IM.A.2, 7.IM.A.3, 7.IM.A.5, 
7.IM.A.6, 7.IM.A.8, 7.IM.B.2, 
7.IM.B.3, 7.IM.C.1, 7.IM.C.3, 
7.IM.C.4) 

Essential Questions: 

What role does fear and superstition play in everyday life? 
How do we attempt to overcome this? 

How do feelings and sensations influence our thoughts and 
actions? 

What is the role of the philosopher? 

 

Enduring Understandings: 

Various physical and emotional stimuli inform every 
decision we make. 

The aim of most decisions is to satisfy pleasure and avoid 
pain. 

 

Sample Conceptual Understandings: 

Lucretius and Epicureans believed that fear and 
superstition prevent man from realizing his own potentiality. 
Man now becomes the measure of all things. One’s 
appetite and response to pleasure and pain are the best 
guides for living a good life. 

 

These men believed that three types of desire rule every 
human’s life: Natural and necessary (Eating/drinking), 
Natural but not necessary (Reproduction), and neither 
natural nor necessary.  

NOTE:  The assessment models provided in this 
document are suggestions for the teacher. If the 
teacher chooses to develop his/her own model, 
it must be of equal or better quality and at the 
same or higher cognitive levels (as noted in 
parentheses).  

Depending upon the needs of the class, the 
assessment questions may be answered in the 
form of essays, quizzes, mobiles, PowerPoint, 
oral reports, booklets, or other formats of 
measurement used by the teacher. 

 

Learning Activities: 

Interpretive/Interpersonal: 

Students will read the De Rerum Natura by 
Lucretius. While reading they will note in their 
journals every virtue or modus Vivendi offered by 
Lucretius, what worldview he is depicting, and (what 
has been determined by the class as) moments 
definitive of the philosophical genre. (Knowledge, 
Comprehension, Application, Evaluation, and 
Synthesis) 

 

Interpretive: 

Students will read and translate selections from the 
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Curriculum Management System 

Subject/Grade Level:  

Grade 12 

Latin IV 

Big Idea: Form 

Topic: Epicureanism, Individual Freedom, and Lucretius 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate concepts in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form 

for different audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of authentic 

sources and make connections between the modern and ancient worlds.  
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize Latin text and using it in to make cultural connections. 

Goal 12: The student will be able to translate and analyze Lucretius’ De Rerum Natura in Latin, 
comprehend, analyze, and practice the Epicurean manner of living. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 

Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 

The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  

Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

 Performance Assessment:  

Students will enact the Performance assessment with the 
research and other assessment the students have been 
completing throughout the Quarter. 

De Rerum Natura in Latin. From this text they will 
note any complex grammar schemes (notate them 
in their journal in accordance with the reference 
numbers in their grammar handbooks) and keep a 
list of vocabulary and derivatives. (Knowledge, 
Comprehension, Application, Analysis) 

 

Interpretive/Interpersonal/Presentational: 

At the end of the unit, students will read, analyze, 
and revise their initial definition of Stoicism as a 
philosophical school. What needs to be changed? 
Why did we change our minds? How is this 
definition more apt than the previous? 

 

Assessment Models:  

Interpretive/Presentational: 

The students, as pupils of Lucretius and Epicurus, 
will plan a way to conduct their everyday life as an 
Epicurean. What decisions or actions would be 
affected by acting as an Epicurean? What things 
would they do differently? What would remain the 
same? The students will submit a daily plan of 
action which will include all Epicurean acts they will 
enact throughout the day. For each day, they will 
reflect on their success or (perhaps) failure and 
whether or not they believe Epicureanism is an 
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Curriculum Management System 

Subject/Grade Level:  

Grade 12 

Latin IV 

Big Idea: Form 

Topic: Epicureanism, Individual Freedom, and Lucretius 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate concepts in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form 

for different audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of authentic 

sources and make connections between the modern and ancient worlds.  
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize Latin text and using it in to make cultural connections. 

Goal 12: The student will be able to translate and analyze Lucretius’ De Rerum Natura in Latin, 
comprehend, analyze, and practice the Epicurean manner of living. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 

Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 

The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  

Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

effective way to conduct one’s life and why. 
(Knowledge, Application, Analysis, Evaluation, 
Synthesis) 

 

Interpretive/Presentational: 

Students will choose one of the three genres 
examined in the Quarter to be defended as the 
most worthy of all the philosophical schools 
(Abiding to the classroom definition). The students 
will then choose selections from the author that are 
exemplary of what they deem to be truly 
philosophical and intellectually appealing in nature. 
Next, the student will compare and contrast these 
ideals with a modern philosopher of worth. Finally, 
the student will construct a visual aid that compares 
the Ancient philosophical ideal with the modern, 
along with a definitive statement on the nature and 
purpose of philosophy. What ideals persist 
throughout the ages? (Knowledge, Application, 
Evaluation, Synthesis) 

 

Additional Resources: 

The Way Things Are: The De Rerum Natura of Titus 
Lucretius Carus. Lucretius, Rolfe Humphries 
(Translator). Indiana: Indiana University Press, 
1968. 
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Curriculum Management System 

Subject/Grade Level:  

Grade 12 

Latin IV 

Big Idea: Form 

Topic: Epicureanism, Individual Freedom, and Lucretius 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate concepts in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form 

for different audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of authentic 

sources and make connections between the modern and ancient worlds.  
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize Latin text and using it in to make cultural connections. 

Goal 12: The student will be able to translate and analyze Lucretius’ De Rerum Natura in Latin, 
comprehend, analyze, and practice the Epicurean manner of living. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 

Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 

The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  

Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

 

Ultimate Questions: Thinking about Philosophy. Nils 
Ch. Rauhut. New York: Penguin Academics, 2007 

Readings on the Ultimate Questions: An 
Introduction to Philosophy. Nils Ch. Rauhut. New 
York: Penguin Academics, 2007. 
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Curriculum Management System 

Subject/Grade Level:  

 Grade 12 

 Latin IV  

Big Idea: Self Expression 

Topic: What is Satire? 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate concepts in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form 

for different audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of authentic 

sources and make connections between the modern and ancient worlds.  
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize Latin text and using it in to make cultural connections. 

Goal 13: The students will be able to examine the method and reception of satire in the Ancient Roman 
world, and synthesize a definition of what makes a work satire and what it means to its readers. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 

Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 

The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  

Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

4 13.1. Formulate a definition 
regarding the essence and 
purpose of Satire 

13.2. Recognize the typical 
aspects of recurring Roman 
literary genres 

13.3. Translate short passages of 
Roman authors regarding 
the use of Satire 

13.4. Begin and maintain a 
grammar notebook and 
translation journal 

13.5. Use knowledge of Latin 
roots to parse and define 
English words at sight 

 

Intermediate Mid 

(7.IM.A.2, 7.IM.A.3, 7.IM.A.5, 
7.IM.A.6, 7.IM.A.8, 7.IM.B.2, 
7.IM.B.3, 7.IM.C.1, 7.IM.C.3, 
7.IM.C.4) 

Essential Questions: 

How does satire reflect and influence cultures? 

What theories or definitions can we use to interpret satire 
and its role in society? 

How does one’s point of view influence how they read or 
write any type of work but in particular, satire?  

How come some people laugh at a joke while others don’t?  

How does it feel when someone criticizes or makes fun of 
you?  

How do you feel when someone criticizes or makes fun of 
someone besides you?  

How do you feel when someone points out the poor 
manners of someone else?  

Is it poor manners to do so?  

 

Enduring Understandings: 

Satire is the censure of human mistakes. The ridicule of a 
group or person who commits some mistake or has a short 
coming.  

The interesting thing about satire is that the writer, who is in 
fact pointing out these misgivings, welcomes and accepts 
these same wrongs as part of the human condition.  

Satire is the evolution of schoolyard bullying and manners 

NOTE:  The assessment models provided in this 
document are suggestions for the teacher. If the 
teacher chooses to develop his/her own model, 
it must be of equal or better quality and at the 
same or higher cognitive levels (as noted in 
parentheses).  

Depending upon the needs of the class, the 
assessment questions may be answered in the 
form of essays, quizzes, mobiles, PowerPoint, 
oral reports, booklets, or other formats of 
measurement used by the teacher. 

Learning Activities: 

Interpretive/Interpersonal/Presentational: 

Produce a definition of the form and function of 
satire (individual students) and then have the entire 
class evaluate and debate the validity of the 
definitions. The class will then collaborate and 
arrive at an agreed-upon definition which will be 
further evaluated as we learn more throughout the 
MP. Then, delve deeper into genre – What is 
satire? What makes a work satirical? 
(Comprehension, Analysis, Synthesis, 
Evaluation) 
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Curriculum Management System 

Subject/Grade Level:  

 Grade 12 

 Latin IV  

Big Idea: Self Expression 

Topic: What is Satire? 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate concepts in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form 

for different audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of authentic 

sources and make connections between the modern and ancient worlds.  
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize Latin text and using it in to make cultural connections. 

Goal 13: The students will be able to examine the method and reception of satire in the Ancient Roman 
world, and synthesize a definition of what makes a work satire and what it means to its readers. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 

Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 

The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  

Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

class rolled into one and an essential part of the human 
experience. 

An author takes a stand against which he is writing and 
shows his disapproval through his writing. He does not 
state he disapproves but use biting wit and sarcasm to 
illustrate his point.  

 

Sample Conceptual Understandings: 

Satire must combine humor and critical form in order to 
address the follies of the human condition.  

 

Roman Satire must include archetypal characters and 
abide to the “laws of the genre” (lex operis) (i.e. humor and 
criticism which aim to ridicule human folly).  

Assessment Models:  

Interpretive: 

Respond to a short passage of Roman satire. 
Identify any aspects of the class wide definition of 
satire within the passage, defend or support the 
validity of the definition within the context of this 
new passage, and revise the classroom definition. 
(Knowledge, Evaluation, Synthesis) 

 

Interpretive: 

Students will keep a grammar notebook and journal. 
They will use the notebook and journal to record 
any complex syntax they encounter as well as any 
literary themes that have a recurring role in their 
reading. (Knowledge, Analysis, Application) 

 

Additional Resources: 

 

Roman Satire. Daniel Hooley (ed.). Wiley-Blackwell, 
2007. 

 

Roman Verse Satire: From Lucilius to Juvenal – A 
Selection. William J. Dominik, William Thomas 
Wherle (ed.). Bolchazy-Carducci, 1997. 
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Curriculum Management System 

Subject/Grade Level:  

Grade 12 

Latin IV 

Big Idea: Self Expression 

Topic: How has satire influenced the modern world? A review of selections of modern and classical 
satire.  

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate concepts in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form 

for different audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of authentic 

sources and make connections between the modern and ancient worlds.  
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize Latin text and using it in to make cultural connections. 

Goal 14: The student will be able to compare, criticize and contrast modern and ancient satire, evaluate 
different works and appraise different them to determine their value in the genre. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 

Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 

The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  

Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

5 14.1. Make connections in the 
genre between ancient and 
modern authors 

14.2. Continue to develop a 
definition of satire and its 
basic constructs 

14.3. Read in translation 
selections from the genre 

14.4. Translate sections from the 
genre 

14.5. Make connections between 
ancient and modern writing 

14.6. Understand the language 
used in the genre as it 
pertains to each era  

14.7. Maintain a grammar 
notebook and translation 
journal  

14.8. Use knowledge of English 
language to define Latin 
words 

14.9. Parse words using their     
understanding of English 
and prior Latin skills 

Essential Questions: 

Why would someone write satire? 

What is the most effective way to write satire?  

What might be some things and ways one would tell 
another concerning poor manner and their remedy? 

When would it be appropriate for one to give advice about 
how to behave properly?  

What are some ways one might write about this proper 
behavior?  

How could it be appropriate to make fun of someone for 
their appearance, employment, education or manners?  

Does humor and what people as a whole find funny change 
over time? 

 

Enduring Understandings: 

Satire and the need for comedic outlet is a universal idea 
that spans millennia.  

Satire can take many forms and cover many different social 
mores.  

Satire can be viewed on an allegorical level; as a malicious 
slandering of a person or a humorous chiding.  

When the person whom the invective is directed is well-
known it is assumed that this biting humor is well-founded 

NOTE:  The assessment models provided in this 
document are suggestions for the teacher. If the 
teacher chooses to develop his/her own model, 
it must be of equal or better quality and at the 
same or higher cognitive levels (as noted in 
parentheses).  

Depending upon the needs of the class, the 
assessment questions may be answered in the 
form of essays, quizzes, mobiles, PowerPoint, 
oral reports, booklets, or other formats of 
measurement used by the teacher. 

 

Learning Activities: 

Interpretive/Interpersonal/Presentational: 

Students will read selections of satire in translation 
and write responses to selections, Students will also 
use the journal to compose essays throughout the 
quarter that reflect on the theme of satire and 
culminate with an analysis of the works, how they fit 
into the ever changing class definition of poetry, 
and present these findings to their peers. 
(Knowledge, Evaluation, Synthesis) 

 

Interpretive: 

Respond to a selection of Roman satire. Identify 
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Curriculum Management System 

Subject/Grade Level:  

Grade 12 

Latin IV 

Big Idea: Self Expression 

Topic: How has satire influenced the modern world? A review of selections of modern and classical 
satire.  

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate concepts in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form 

for different audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of authentic 

sources and make connections between the modern and ancient worlds.  
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize Latin text and using it in to make cultural connections. 

Goal 14: The student will be able to compare, criticize and contrast modern and ancient satire, evaluate 
different works and appraise different them to determine their value in the genre. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 

Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 

The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  

Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

 

Intermediate Mid 

(7.IM.A.2, 7.IM.A.3, 7.IM.A.5, 
7.IM.A.6, 7.IM.A.8, 7.IM.B.2, 
7.IM.B.3, 7.IM.C.1, 7.IM.C.3, 
7.IM.C.4)  

or even deserved, as comeuppance for their fame or glory.  

Modern examples of this include “The New Yorker” 
magazine or the sketch comedy “Saturday Night Live”. In 
some cases both media cover the same topics as the 
ancients.  

 

Sample Conceptual Understandings: 

Satire seeks to create a “shock of recognition” of a certain 
vice, thereby making the vice repulsive and undesirable. 
This effect is created by wit and humor. Since human vice 
has always and will always exist, the function of satire is 
useful for all generations. 

 

Grasps: Performance Assessment  (Application, 
Comprehension, Analysis, Evaluation, Synthesis) 

[To be performed at the end of the Quarter] 

 

Goal: Students will pretend that they are writers and 
performers of a sketch comedy show in ancient Rome. 
Their job is to satirize situations taking place in the Roman 
world as an ancient would do.  

Role: The student is a satirist and represents the “social 
police” of the time much like SNL of our time 

Audience: An ancient Roman and anyone who wants to 
feel involved in current events and the mocking of day to 

any aspects of the class definition of the genre 
within the selections, defend or support the validity 
of the definition within the context of this new 
passage, and revise the classroom definition. 
(Knowledge, Analysis, Evaluation, Synthesis) 

 

Assessment Models:  

Interpretive: 

Students will translate satire reflecting not only the 
Latin but also a workable English meaning of the 
poem in their translation journal. Students will also 
keep a grammar notebook and journal. They will 
use the notebook and journal to record any complex 
syntax they encounter as well as any literary 
themes that have a recurring role in their reading. 
(Knowledge, Analysis, Application) 

 

Interpretive/Interpersonal: 

Students will continue to reflect in their journals 
about the agreed-upon definition of satire. They will 
analyze the works encountered throughout the 
quarter in English and Latin and decide if the works 
fit into the definition of satire and if they do not does 
this warrant a change in the definition? Students will 
consult with one another students to come to a 
conclusion. (Application, Synthesis, Evaluation) 
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Curriculum Management System 

Subject/Grade Level:  

Grade 12 

Latin IV 

Big Idea: Self Expression 

Topic: How has satire influenced the modern world? A review of selections of modern and classical 
satire.  

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate concepts in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form 

for different audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of authentic 

sources and make connections between the modern and ancient worlds.  
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize Latin text and using it in to make cultural connections. 

Goal 14: The student will be able to compare, criticize and contrast modern and ancient satire, evaluate 
different works and appraise different them to determine their value in the genre. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 

Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 

The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  

Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

day life.   

Situation: The student is an observer of Roman life, who 
picks out and plays upon the gluttony, histrionics and other 
melee in the daily life of a Roman and portrays in a funny 
but illuminating manner.  

Product: The student will create a sketch comedy show 
made to demonstrate to the audience an understanding of 
Roman culture and an understanding of how ancient satire 
has influenced modern life. The student will prepare a 
written dialogue or skit and present the satire to the 
audience. Props and other visual aides are welcomed and 
expected to assist with the program.  

 

Situations and Criteria for Success: The student’s work will 
be judged by using the following prompts on a rubric: 

1. The student makes a compelling comedic sketch by 
addressing any number of the following: 

 How does satire reflect and influence cultures? 

 Why do we need satire? What purpose does it 
serve? 

 How does the program show the definition and 
theory of satire?  

 How is the program a tribute to ancient and 
modern satirists?  

 

 

 

Additional Resources: 

 

Roman Satire. Daniel Hooley (ed.). Wiley-Blackwell, 
2007. 

 

Roman Verse Satire: From Lucilius to Juvenal – A 
Selection. William J. Dominik, William Thomas 
Wherle (ed.). Bolchazy-Carducci, 1997. 

 

Parker, Dorothy. The Portable Dorothy Parker. 
Penguin Classics, 2006. 
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Curriculum Management System 

Subject/Grade Level:  

Grade 12 

Latin IV 

Big Idea: Self Expression 

Topic: How has satire influenced the modern world? A review of selections of modern and classical 
satire.  

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate concepts in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form 

for different audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of authentic 

sources and make connections between the modern and ancient worlds.  
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize Latin text and using it in to make cultural connections. 

Goal 14: The student will be able to compare, criticize and contrast modern and ancient satire, evaluate 
different works and appraise different them to determine their value in the genre. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 

Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 

The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  

Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

2. Did the student express themselves in a humorous, 
persuasive manner? Did they encompass all of the 
enduring understanding covered in the quarter? Is an 
understanding and appreciation for satire clearly visible but 
not explicitly stated in the work? Is all spelling and grammar 
correct in the written dialogue? 

 

3. Does the quality of the program and the language 
employed have a distinct IMPACT on the reader? Is the 
work going to make an audience understand the issues 
presented? Will is illustrate the effective use of satire and 
aide in its continued use in the modern world?  The student 
will be assessed for effective, succinct arguments that carry 
enough persuasive gravity to PERSUADE THE 
AUDIENCE. 
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Curriculum Management System 

Subject/Grade Level:  

Grade 12 

 Latin IV  

Big Idea: Self Expression 

Topic: Petronius 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate concepts in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form 

for different audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of authentic 

sources and make connections between the modern and ancient worlds.  
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize Latin text and using it in to make cultural connections. 

Goal 15: The student will be able to analyze and interpret the form and purpose of satire, read, parse, 
and critique the Latin text of Petronius, and posit what his work is to our higher definition of satire. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 

Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 

The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  

Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

5 15.1. Translate selections from 
Petronius’ Satyricon.  

15.2. Read (in English) the 
entirety of the Satyricon and 
ascertain what the proposed 
outcome of each section is 
and how the author brings 
the point to fruition. 

15.3. Maintain a grammar 
notebook and translation 
journal 

15.4. Use knowledge of Latin 
roots to parse and define 
English words at sight 

15.5. Analyze, critique, and revise 
the classroom perception of 
satire. 

15.6. Understand the social 
pressure and discord behind 
the work 

 

Intermediate Mid 

(7.IM.A.2, 7.IM.A.3, 7.IM.A.5, 
7.IM.A.6, 7.IM.A.8, 7.IM.B.2, 
7.IM.B.3, 7.IM.C.1, 7.IM.C.3, 

Essential Questions: 

How can one advocate change in their social system?  

When is humor an appropriate means of correction?  

Where would you expect to find humor employed as a 
means of social change?  

What things have you noticed in your life that should be 
changed on both a private and public level?  

How can you help these changes happen? 

 

Enduring Understandings: 

In order to attempt change one needs to be aware of 
his/her surroundings.  

Humor can sometimes be the vehicle for social awareness. 
Through laughter people become more aware of a topic but 
are not put on the defensive about their own behavior.  

  

Sample Conceptual Understandings: 

Petronius, it is thought, utilized his satire to criticize the 
Emperor Nero and advocate some form of social change. 
Some speculate that this is the reason why Petronius was 
politely asked to commit suicide. Petronius’ satire arrived 
around the same time as the conspiracy against Nero was 
discovered. Petronius’ humorous satire may have 
influenced the minds of some supporters of social change.  

NOTE:  The assessment models provided in this 
document are suggestions for the teacher. If the 
teacher chooses to develop his/her own model, 
it must be of equal or better quality and at the 
same or higher cognitive levels (as noted in 
parentheses).  

Depending upon the needs of the class, the 
assessment questions may be answered in the 
form of essays, quizzes, mobiles, PowerPoint, 
oral reports, booklets, or other formats of 
measurement used by the teacher. 

 

Learning Activities: 

Interpretive/Interpersonal: 

Students will read selections of satire in translation 
and write responses to selections. Students will also 
use the journal to compose essay throughout the 
quarter that reflect on the theme of satire and 
culminate with an analysis of the works and how 
they fit into the ever changing class definition of 
poetry. (Knowledge, Evaluation, Synthesis) 

 

Interpretive: 

Respond to a selection of Petronius. Identify any 
aspects of the class definition of the genre within 
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Curriculum Management System 

Subject/Grade Level:  

Grade 12 

 Latin IV  

Big Idea: Self Expression 

Topic: Petronius 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate concepts in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form 

for different audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of authentic 

sources and make connections between the modern and ancient worlds.  
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize Latin text and using it in to make cultural connections. 

Goal 15: The student will be able to analyze and interpret the form and purpose of satire, read, parse, 
and critique the Latin text of Petronius, and posit what his work is to our higher definition of satire. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 

Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 

The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  

Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

7.IM.C.4) 

 

the selections, defend or support the validity of the 
definition within the context of this new passage, 
and revise the classroom definition. (Knowledge, 
Analysis, Evaluation, Synthesis) 

 

Assessment Models: 

Interpretive:  

Students will translate satire reflecting not only the 
Latin but also a workable English meaning of the 
poem in their translation journal. Students will also 
keep a grammar notebook and journal. They will 
use the notebook and journal to record any complex 
syntax they encounter as well as any literary 
themes that have a recurring role in their reading. 
(Knowledge, Analysis, Application) 

 

Interpretive/Interpersonal: 

Students will continue to reflect in their journals 
about the agreed upon definition of satire. They will 
analyze the works encountered throughout the 
quarter in English and Latin and decide if the works 
fit into the definition of satire and if they do not does 
this warrant a change in the definition? 
(Knowledge, Analysis, Evaluation, Synthesis) 

 

Interpretive: 
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Curriculum Management System 

Subject/Grade Level:  

Grade 12 

 Latin IV  

Big Idea: Self Expression 

Topic: Petronius 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate concepts in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form 

for different audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of authentic 

sources and make connections between the modern and ancient worlds.  
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize Latin text and using it in to make cultural connections. 

Goal 15: The student will be able to analyze and interpret the form and purpose of satire, read, parse, 
and critique the Latin text of Petronius, and posit what his work is to our higher definition of satire. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 

Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 

The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  

Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

Respond to a selection of Petronius. Identify any 
social discourse and illuminate the social system of 
the ancient world. (Knowledge, Analysis, 
Evaluation, Synthesis) 

 

Additional Resources: 

 

Satyrica. Petronius, R. Bracht Branham, Daniel 
Kinney. California, 1997. 
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Curriculum Management System 

Subject/Grade Level:  

Grade 12  

Latin IV  

Big Idea: Self Expression  

Topic: Juvenal 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate concepts in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form 

for different audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of authentic 

sources and make connections between the modern and ancient worlds.  
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize Latin text and using it in to make cultural connections. 

Goal 16: The student will be able to analyze and interpret the form and purpose of satire, read, parse, 
and critique the Latin text of Juvenal, and define and understand the purpose and practice of morals. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 

Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 

The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  

Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

2 16.1. Translate selections from 
Juvenal’s Satura.  

16.2. Read (in English) selections 
of the Satura and ascertain 
what the proposed outcome 
of each section is and how 
the author brings the point 
to fruition. 

16.3. Maintain a grammar 
notebook and translation 
journal 

16.4. Use knowledge of Latin 
roots to parse and define 
English words at sight 

16.5. Analyze, critique, and revise 
the classroom perception of 
satire. 

16.6. Understand the social 
pressure and discord behind 
the work 

 

Intermediate Mid 

(7.IM.A.2, 7.IM.A.3, 7.IM.A.5, 
7.IM.A.6, 7.IM.A.8, 7.IM.B.2, 
7.IM.B.3, 7.IM.C.1, 7.IM.C.3, 

Essential Questions: 

What are morals?  

Who decides whose morals are correct?  

What happens when someone does not follow the morals 
of a culture? 

When is it important to look at oneself concerning morals? 

How do you know your own moral code?  

What are your morals? How do you know?  

When someone does something wrong how can one 
determine the punishment?  

Who should be in charge of punishment?  

What are some things that a person should never do?  

 

Enduring Understandings: 

Morals are static changing over time to reflect the ideals of 
the culture.  

Groups decide their moral code and attempt to enforce that 
code on others.  

When rules are not followed the group decides on 
punishment  

Juvenal thought self reflection and culpability were an 
important part of his work.  

NOTE:  The assessment models provided in this 
document are suggestions for the teacher. If the 
teacher chooses to develop his/her own model, 
it must be of equal or better quality and at the 
same or higher cognitive levels (as noted in 
parentheses).  

Depending upon the needs of the class, the 
assessment questions may be answered in the 
form of essays, quizzes, mobiles, PowerPoint, 
oral reports, booklets, or other formats of 
measurement used by the teacher. 

 

Learning Activities: 

Interpretive/Interpersonal/Presentational: 

Students will read selections of satire in translation 
and write responses to selections, Students will also 
use the journal to compose essay throughout the 
quarter that reflect on the theme of satire and 
culminate with an analysis of the works and how 
they fit into the ever changing class definition of 
poetry. (Knowledge, Evaluation, Synthesis) 

 

Interpretive: 

Respond to a selection of Juvenal. Identify any 
aspects of the class definition of the genre within 
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Curriculum Management System 

Subject/Grade Level:  

Grade 12  

Latin IV  

Big Idea: Self Expression  

Topic: Juvenal 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate concepts in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form 

for different audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of authentic 

sources and make connections between the modern and ancient worlds.  
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize Latin text and using it in to make cultural connections. 

Goal 16: The student will be able to analyze and interpret the form and purpose of satire, read, parse, 
and critique the Latin text of Juvenal, and define and understand the purpose and practice of morals. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 

Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 

The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  

Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

7.IM.C.4) 

 
Sample Conceptual Understandings: 

Juvenal uses satire as a way to instigate self-responsibility, 
self-reflection, and pride in one’s own PERSONAL morals 
that are in equilibrium with the public good. 

 

Grasps: Performance Assessment  (Application, 
Comprehension, Analysis, Evaluation, Synthesis) 

 

Goal: Students will pretend to work for “Entertainment 
Weekly” magazine. As part of their job they must review a 
“mockumentary” type film and Juvenal’s “Satura” and 
identify and critique the successful and unsuccessful 
aspects of true satire. 

Role: The student is a writer for a magazine and is in 
charge of reviewing books and movies. The student, as 
critic, must review two forms media (One modern and one 
Ancient) and report on the satirical aspects of both works.  

Audience: Modern readers of an entertainment magazine 
who enjoy satire. 

Situation: The student is a writer who writes for an 
entertainment magazine. He/she needs to illustrate why 
each of the works are satires and how accurate they may 
be and why they think that. 

Product: The student will create a written review of two 

the selections, defend or support the validity of the 
definition within the context of this new passage, 
and revise the classroom definition. (Knowledge, 
Analysis, Evaluation, Synthesis) 

 

Assessment Models: 

Interpretive:  

Students will translate satire reflecting not only the 
Latin but also a workable English meaning of the 
poem in their translation journal. Students will also 
Students will keep a grammar notebook and journal. 
They will use the notebook and journal to record 
any complex syntax they encounter as well as any 
literary themes that have a recurring role in their 
reading. (Knowledge, Analysis, Application) 

 

Interpretive/Interpersonal: 

Students will continue to reflect in their journals 
about the agreed upon definition of satire. They will 
analyze the works encountered throughout the 
quarter in English and Latin and decide if the works 
fit into the definition of satire and if they do not does 
this warrant a change in the definition? 
(Knowledge, Analysis, Evaluation, Synthesis) 

 

Interpretive: 
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Curriculum Management System 

Subject/Grade Level:  

Grade 12  

Latin IV  

Big Idea: Self Expression  

Topic: Juvenal 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate concepts in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form 

for different audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of authentic 

sources and make connections between the modern and ancient worlds.  
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize Latin text and using it in to make cultural connections. 

Goal 16: The student will be able to analyze and interpret the form and purpose of satire, read, parse, 
and critique the Latin text of Juvenal, and define and understand the purpose and practice of morals. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 

Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 

The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  

Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

different types of media. The review must explain why the 
two works are satires and cite examples from the work 
themselves. The student must also speak to the accuracy 
of each work. It is necessary to state why they believe each 
work to be accurate and cite examples from other sources 
contemporary with the work.  

 

Situations and Criteria for Success: The student’s work will 
be judged by using the following prompts on a rubric: 

1. The student writes a compelling review of the satires and 
addressing any number of the following: 

 How is this work a satire?   

 Why do we need this satire? What purpose does it 
serve? 

 Does the work reveal the understanding of a test 
for accuracy and explain the reasoning behind any 
exaggerations?  

 How is the work a tribute to the need for satire as 
illustrated by ancient and modern satirists?  

 

2. Did the student express themselves in a humorous, 
persuasive manner? Did they encompass all of the 
enduring understanding covered so far in the quarter? Is an 
understanding and appreciation for satire clearly visible but 
not explicitly stated in the work? Is all spelling and grammar 
correct in the written dialogue? 

Respond to a selection of Juvenal. Identify any 
social discourse and illuminate the social system of 
the ancient world. What are some connections that 
can be made between the ancient and modern 
worlds? Have things really changed over time?  
(Knowledge, Analysis, Evaluation, Synthesis) 

 

Additional Resources: 

 

Sixteen Satires. Juvenal, Peter Green. Penguin 
Classics, 1999. 
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Curriculum Management System 

Subject/Grade Level:  

Grade 12  

Latin IV  

Big Idea: Self Expression  

Topic: Juvenal 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate concepts in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form 

for different audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of authentic 

sources and make connections between the modern and ancient worlds.  
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize Latin text and using it in to make cultural connections. 

Goal 16: The student will be able to analyze and interpret the form and purpose of satire, read, parse, 
and critique the Latin text of Juvenal, and define and understand the purpose and practice of morals. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 

Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 

The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  

Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

3. Does the review of the satire and the language 
employed have a distinct IMPACT on the reader? Is the 
work going to make an audience understand the issues 
presented? Will it illustrate the effective use of 
exaggeration? The student will be assessed for effective, 
succinct arguments that carry enough persuasive gravity to 
PERSUADE THE AUDIENCE. 
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Curriculum Management System 

Subject/Grade Level:  

Grade 12  

Latin IV  

Big Idea: Self Expression 

Topic: Epigrams, Limericks, and Martial 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate concepts in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form 

for different audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of authentic 

sources and make connections between the modern and ancient worlds.  
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize Latin text and using it in to make cultural connections. 

Goal 17: The student will be able to compare the Ancient epigram to the modern limerick, analyze and 
interpret the form and purpose of the epigram, and read, parse, and critique the Latin text of Martial. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 

Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 

The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  

Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

3 17.1. Translate selected Epigrams 
of Martial.   

17.2. Read Epigrams (in English) 
and ascertain what the 
proposed outcome of each 
epigram is and how the 
author brings the point to 
fruition. 

17.3. Maintain a grammar 
notebook and translation 
journal. 

17.4. Use knowledge of Latin 
roots to parse and define 
English words at sight. 

17.5. Analyze, critique, and revise 
the classroom perception of 
satire. 

17.6. Understand the social 
reasoning and levity behind 
the work.  

 

Intermediate Mid 

(7.IM.A.2, 7.IM.A.3, 7.IM.A.5, 
7.IM.A.6, 7.IM.A.8, 7.IM.B.2, 
7.IM.B.3, 7.IM.C.1, 7.IM.C.3, 

Essential Questions: 

When is revenge justified?  

How can one feel better without hurting another person? 

What makes a good limerick?  

What is the purpose of a limerick?  

What information can you glean from a limerick?  

 

Enduring Understandings: 

Traditionally, limericks are five lines with the first, second, 
and fifth lines rhyming with each other, and the third and 
fourth lines, which are shorter, forming a rhymed couplet.  

 

It can be said that the limerick descended from Martial’s 
Epigrams. These short works illustrate many themes and 
shed light on life for the common Roman. He speaks freely 
of daily occurences in Rome such as living conditions, 
food, doctors, friends and enemies.  

 

Sample Conceptual Understandings: 
Martial’s ability to observe daily life and people created a 
material that not only provides mirth to its reader but also 
allows one to see a glimpse into the Roman world. Not 
surprisingly it is not that different from ours!  
 

NOTE:  The assessment models provided in this 
document are suggestions for the teacher. If the 
teacher chooses to develop his/her own model, 
it must be of equal or better quality and at the 
same or higher cognitive levels (as noted in 
parentheses).  

Depending upon the needs of the class, the 
assessment questions may be answered in the 
form of essays, quizzes, mobiles, PowerPoint, 
oral reports, booklets, or other formats of 
measurement used by the teacher. 

 

Learning Activities: 

Interpretive: 

Students will read selections of satire in translation 
and write responses to selections, Students will also 
use the journal to compose essays throughout the 
quarter that reflect on the theme of satire and 
culminate with an analysis of the works and how 
they fit into the ever changing class definition of 
poetry. (Knowledge, Evaluation, Synthesis) 

 

Interpersonal/Interpretive/Presentational: 

Respond to a selection of Martial. Identify any 
aspects of the class definition of the genre within 
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Curriculum Management System 

Subject/Grade Level:  

Grade 12  

Latin IV  

Big Idea: Self Expression 

Topic: Epigrams, Limericks, and Martial 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate concepts in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form 

for different audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of authentic 

sources and make connections between the modern and ancient worlds.  
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize Latin text and using it in to make cultural connections. 

Goal 17: The student will be able to compare the Ancient epigram to the modern limerick, analyze and 
interpret the form and purpose of the epigram, and read, parse, and critique the Latin text of Martial. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 

Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 

The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  

Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

7.IM.C.4) 

 

The essence of simple human interaction has changed 
very little from Antiquity to modern day as shown by 
Martial’s epigrams. 
 

Grasps: Performance Assessment  (Application, 
Comprehension, Analysis, Evaluation, Synthesis) 

[To be performed at the end of the Quarter] 

Goal: Students will defend one of the authors discussed 
this quarter as the best satirist. 

Role: The student is an orator who must defend not only a 
satirist but satire in general and its role in the ancient and 
modern world.  

Audience: The audience present during the oration and 
defense.  

Situation: The student as an orator, defends the satirist and 
satire as a necessity for the greater good, making the 
reader laugh and understand the lessons of his/her work. 
The work should reflect the enduring understandings 
learned through the quarter.  

Product: The student will create a persuasive argument for 
their satirist. The argument must defend the role of satire in 
the ancient and modern world and assert why it will be as 
(or more) important for future generations. The student 
must defend their satirist with examples of their work. A 
visual aide is welcomed and expected to assist with the 
argument.   

the selections, defend or support the validity of the 
definition within the context of this new passage, 
and revise the classroom definition. (Knowledge, 
Analysis, Evaluation, Synthesis) 

 

Assessment Models:  

Interpretive: 

Students will translate satire reflecting not only the 
Latin but also a workable English meaning of the 
epigram in their translation journal. Students will 
keep a grammar notebook and journal. They will 
use the notebook and journal to record any complex 
syntax they encounter as well as any literary 
themes that have a recurring role in their reading. 
(Knowledge, Analysis, Application) 

 

Interpretive/Interpersonal: 

Students will continue to reflect in their journals 
about the agreed upon definition of satire. They will 
analyze the works encountered throughout the 
quarter in English and Latin and decide if the works 
fit into the definition of satire and if they do not does 
this warrant a change in the definition? 
(Knowledge, Analysis, Evaluation, Synthesis) 

 

Interpretive: 
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Curriculum Management System 

Subject/Grade Level:  

Grade 12  

Latin IV  

Big Idea: Self Expression 

Topic: Epigrams, Limericks, and Martial 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate concepts in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form 

for different audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of authentic 

sources and make connections between the modern and ancient worlds.  
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize Latin text and using it in to make cultural connections. 

Goal 17: The student will be able to compare the Ancient epigram to the modern limerick, analyze and 
interpret the form and purpose of the epigram, and read, parse, and critique the Latin text of Martial. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 

Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 

The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  

Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

Situations and Criteria for Success: The student’s work will 
be judged by using the following prompts on a rubric: 

1. The student writes a compelling epigram addressing any 
number of the following: 

 How does satire help the greater good?   

 Why do we need satire? What purpose does it 
serve? 

 Does the work reveal the understanding and 
knowledge of the satire discussed in class?  

 How is the work a tribute to the need for satire as 
illustrated by ancient and modern satirists?  

 How does the student defend his/her satirist? Do 
they use the examples from the author himself? 

 

2. Did the student express themselves in a humorous, 
persuasive manner? Did they encompass all of the 
enduring understanding covered so far in the quarter? Is an 
understanding and appreciation for satire clearly visible but 
not explicitly stated in the work? Is all spelling and grammar 
correct in the written dialogue?  

3. Does the quality of the satire and the language 
employed have a distinct IMPACT on the reader? Is the 
work going to make an audience understand the issues 
presented? Will it illustrate the effective use of satire and 
aide in its continued use in the modern world?  The student 

Respond to an epigram of Martial. Identify any 
social discourse and illuminate the social system of 
the ancient world. What are some connections that 
can be made between the ancient and modern 
worlds? Have things really changed over time?  
(Knowledge, Analysis, Evaluation, Synthesis) 

 

Additional Resources: 

 

Martial’s Epigrams: A Selection. Martial, Gary Willis. 
Viking Adult, 2008. 
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Curriculum Management System 

Subject/Grade Level:  

Grade 12  

Latin IV  

Big Idea: Self Expression 

Topic: Epigrams, Limericks, and Martial 

Overarching Goals: 
(1) Communicate concepts in clear, concise, organized language that varies in content, format and form 

for different audiences and purposes.   
(2) Comprehend, understand, analyze, evaluate, critique, solve, and respond to a variety of authentic 

sources and make connections between the modern and ancient worlds.  
(3) Investigate, research, and synthesize Latin text and using it in to make cultural connections. 

Goal 17: The student will be able to compare the Ancient epigram to the modern limerick, analyze and 
interpret the form and purpose of the epigram, and read, parse, and critique the Latin text of Martial. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 

Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 

The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions, Enduring Understandings,  

Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

will be assessed for effective, succinct arguments that carry 
enough persuasive gravity to PERSUADE THE 
AUDIENCE. 
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COURSE BENCHMARKS 

 
 
 
 
1. The student will be able to analyze and assess the role of love poetry in both ancient and modern contexts and synthesize a 

definition of what constitutes love poetry and how it is conveyed to readers. 
2. The student will be able to compare, criticize and contrast modern and ancient love poetry, evaluate different poems and appraise 

different poems to determine their value in the genre. 
3. The student will be able to analyze different works to identify what emotion or reaction the poem is trying to evoke, evaluate and 

judge the value of each poem according to the class definition. 
4. The students will be able to finalize and defend a definition of love poetry that includes the ideas and information discussed during 

the quarter.   
5. The student will be able to examine the response to literature in the Ancient Roman world, and synthesize a comprehensive 

definition of what makes a work Literature and what it means to its readers. 
6. The student will be able to theorize and determine the role of history in the ancient world, judge whether history belongs with the 

classroom definition of Literature and its subordinate genres. 
7. The student will be able to analyze and interpret the form and purpose of fable, read, parse, and critique the Latin text of Phaedrus, 

and posit what the role of fable is to our higher definition of Literature. 
8. The student will be able to comprehend and analyze the Ancient Roman poetic ideal, compare and contrast Ancient and Modern 

poetic theory, and identify the poet’s responsibility to his/her own culture. 
9. The student will be able to analyze their understanding of the role of philosophy in their own world, examine the method and 

reception of philosophy in the Ancient Roman world, and synthesize a comprehensive definition of what makes a work Literature 
and what it means to its readers. 

10. The student will be able to comprehend, analyze, and practice the Stoic lifestyle, read and translate the Latin texts of Seneca, and 
compose a dialogue between a Stoic and Epistemologist. 

11. The student will be able to comprehend, analyze, and practice the Skeptical or Epistemological lifestyle, translate and analyze the 
Latin text of Cicero’s Somnium Scipionis. 

12. The student will be able to translate and analyze Lucretius’ De Rerum Natura in Latin, comprehend, analyze, and practice the 
Epicurean manner of living. 

13. The students will be able to examine the method and reception of satire in the Ancient Roman world, and synthesize a definition of 
what makes a work satire and what it means to its readers. 

14. The student will be able to compare, criticize and contrast modern and ancient satire, evaluate different works and appraise them to 
determine their value in the genre. 

15. The student will be able to analyze and interpret the form and purpose of satire, read, parse, and critique the Latin text of Petronius, 
and posit what his work is to our higher definition of satire. 
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16. The student will be able to analyze and interpret the form and purpose of satire, read, parse, and critique the Latin text of Juvenal, 
and define and understand the purpose and practice of morals. 

17. The student will be able to compare the Ancient epigram to the modern limerick, analyze and interpret the form and purpose of the 
epigram, and read, parse, and critique the Latin text of Martial. 


